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How conspiracy theorizing

may soon get you labelled a

‘Domestic Terrorist’
Conspiracies for good and for evil do exist now, as
they have from time immemorial. The only ques-
tion is which intention do you want to devote your
life towards?
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I
f you are starting to feel like forces controlling the

governments of the west are out to get you, then it is likely

that you are either a paranoid nut job, or a stubborn realist.

Either way, it means that you have some major problems on your

hands.

If you don’t happen to �nd yourself among the tinfoil hat-wearing

strata of conspiracy theorists waiting in a bunker for aliens to either

strike down or save society from the shape shi�ting lizard people, but

are rather contemplating how, in the 1960s, a shadow government

took control of society over the dead bodies of many assassinated

patriots, then certain conclusions tend to arise.
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THREE ELEMENTARY REALIZATIONS FOR
THINKING PEOPLE

�e �rst conclusion you would likely arrive at is that the United States

government was just put through the �rst coup in over 58 years (yes,

what happened in 1963 was a coup).

Although it is becoming a bit prohibitive to speak such words aloud in

polite society, Nancy Pelosi’s o��cial biographer Molly Ball, recently

penned a scandalous Time Magazine article entitled ‘�e Secret

History of the Shadow Campaign that Saved the 2020

Elections’ which admitted to this conspiracy saying:

(Lest you think that this was a subversion of democracy, Ball informs

us that “they were not rigging the election; they were fortifying it.”)

Another conclusion you might come to is that many of the political

�gures whom you believed were serving those who elected them into

o��ce, actually serve the interests of a clique of technocrats and

billionaires lusting over the deconstruction of western civilization

under something called “a Great Reset”.

Even though it sounds like a paranoid fever dream- a

well-funded cabal of powerful people, ranging across

industries and ideologies, working together behind the

scenes to in�luence perceptions, change rules and laws,

steer media coverage and control the �low of

information.”

“
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Where this was brushed o�f as an unfounded conspiracy theory not

long ago, even Canada’s Deputy Prime Minister (and neo-Nazi

supporting Rhodes Scholar) Chrystia Freeland decided to become a

Trustee of the World Economic Forum just weeks ago. In this role,

Freeland joins fellow Oxford technocrat Mark Carney in their mutual

endeavor to be a part of the new movement to decarbonize civilization

and make feudalism cool again.

Lastly, you might notice that your having arrived at these conclusions

is itself increasingly becoming a form of thought-crime punishable in

a variety of distasteful ways, elaborated by a series of unprecedented

new emergency regulations that propose extending the de�nition of

“terrorism”.

�ose implicated under the new de�nition will be those broad swaths

of citizens of western nations who don’t agree with the operating

beliefs of the ruling oligarchy.

Already a 60 day review of the US military is underway to purge the

armed forces of all such “thought criminals” while McCarthyite

legislation has been dra�ted to cleanse all government jobs of

“conspiracy theorists”.

Another startling announcement from the National Terrorism

Advisory Bulletin that domestic terrorists include:

ideologically-motivated violent extremists with

objections to the exercise of governmental authority

[and] perceived grievances fueled by false narratives.”
“
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While not yet fully codi�ed into law (though it will be if not nipped in

the bud soon), you can be sure that things are certainly moving fast as,

before our very eyes, the right to free speech is being torn to shreds by

means of censorship across social media and the internet, cancelling

all opinions deemed unacceptable to the ruling class.

THE CONSPIRACY TO SUBVERT
CONSPIRACY THEORIZING

�is should not come as a surprise, as Biden’s new addition to the

Department of Homeland Security is a bizarre �gure named Cass

Sunstein who famously described exactly what this was going to look

like in his infamous 2008 report ‘Conspiracy �eories’ (co-authored

with Harvard Law School’s Adrien Vermeule).

In this under-appreciated study, the duo foresaw the greatest threat to

the ruling elite took the form of “conspiracy theorizing” within the

American population using as examples of this delusion: the idea that

the government had anything to do with the murders of John F.

Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr, or the planning and execution of

9-11.

Just to be clear, conspiracy literally means ‘two or more people acting
together in accord with an agreed-upon idea and intention’.

�e fact that Vermeule has made a legal career arguing that laws

should be interpreted not by the “intentions” of lawgivers, but rather

according to cost-bene�t analysis gives us a useful insight into the

deranged mind of a technocrat and the delusional reasoning that

denies the very thing which has shaped literally ALL of human history.
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In their “scholarly” essay, the authors wrote:

A�ter establishing his case for the threat of conspiracies, Sunstein says

that “the best response consists in cognitive in�ltration of extremist groups”.

Not one to simply draw criticisms, the pro-active Sunstein laid out

�ve possible strategies which the social engineers managing the

population could deploy to defuse this growing threat saying:

…the existence of both domestic and foreign conspiracy

theories, we suggest, is no trivial matter, posing real

risks to the government’s antiterrorism policies,

whatever the latter may be.”

“Government might ban conspiracy theorizing.”1

“Government might impose some kind of tax,
financial or otherwise, on those who disseminate
such theories.”

2

“Government might itself engage in counter speech,
marshaling arguments to discredit conspiracy
theories.”

3

“Government might formally hire credible private
parties to engage in counter speech.

4

“Government might engage in informal
communication with such parties, encouraging them
to help”.

5

“
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(I’ll let you think about which of these prescriptions were put into

action over the ensuing 12 years.)

Cass Sunstein was particularly sensitive to this danger largely

because: 1) he was a part of a very ugly conspiracy himself and 2) he is

a world-renowned behaviorist.

THE PROBLEM OF REALITY FOR
BEHAVIORISTS

As an economic behaviorist and lawyer arguing that all “human rights”

should be extended to animals (blurring the line separating human

dynamics from the law of the jungle as any fascist must), Sunstein has

spent decades trying to model human behavior with computer

simulations in an e�fort to “scienti�cally manage” such behavior.

As outlined in his book Nudge (co-authored with Nobel Prize winning

behaviorist Richard �aler), Sunstein “discovered” that people tend to

organize their behavioral patterns around certain fundamental drives,

such as the pursuit of pleasure, avoidance of pain, and certain

Darwinian drives for sex, popularity, desire for conformity, desire for

novelty, and greed.

One of the key principles of economic behaviorism which is seen

repeated in such popular manuals as Freakonomics, Nudge, Predictably
Irrational, The Wisdom of Crowds, and Animal Spirits, is that humans are

both biologically determined due to their Darwinian impulses, but,

unlike other animals, have the fatal �law of being fundamentally

irrational at their core.
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Since humans are fundamentally irrational, says the behaviorist, it is

requisite that an enlightened elite impose “order” upon society while

maintaining the illusion of freedom of choice from below.

�is is the underlying assumption of Karl Popper’s Open Society

doctrine, which was fed to Popper’s protégé George Soros and which

animates Soros’ General �eory of Re�lexivity and his Oxford-

based Institute for New Economic �inking (INET).

�is was at the heart of Obama’s science Czar John Holdren’s call for

world government in his 1977 Ecoscience (co-written with his mentor

Paul Ehrlich) where the young misanthrope envisioned a future utopic

world governed by a scienti�cally managed master-class saying:

�e caveat: If Darwinian impulses mixed with irrational “animal

spirits” were truly all that animated those systems which behaviorists

wish to map and manipulate (aka: “nudge” with rewards,

punishments), then a scienti�c priesthood would indeed be a viable

and perhaps necessary way to organize the world.

Perhaps those agencies, combined with UNEP and the

United Nations population agencies, might eventually

be developed into a Planetary Regime- sort of an

international superagency for population, resources,

and environment. Such a comprehensive Planetary

Regime could control the development, administration,

conservation, and distribution of all natural resources,

renewable or nonrenewable”.

“
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Fortunately, reality is a bit more elegant and digni�ed than

behaviorists wish to admit.

WHY COMPUTER MODELLERS HATE
METAPHYSICS

On a closer inspection of history, we �nd countless instances where

people shape their individual and group behavior around sets of ideas

that transcend controllable material impulses. When this happens,

those individuals or groups tend to resist adapting to environments

created for them.

�is incredible phenomenon is witnessed empirically in the form of

the American Revolution, Warsaw Ghetto Uprisings, Civil Rights

movements, and even some bold manifestations of anti-lockdown

protests now underway around the world.

Among the most troublesome of those variables which upset

computer models are: “Conscience”, “Truth”, “Intentions”, “Soul”,

“Honor”, “God”, “Justice”, “Patriotism”, “Dignity”, and “Freedom”.

Whenever individuals shape their identities around these very real,

though immaterial (aka: “metaphysical”) principles, they cannot be

“nudged” towards pre-determined decisions that defy reason and

morality.

Adherence to these principles also tends to a�ford thinking people an

important additional edge of creative insight necessary to cut through

false explanatory narratives that attempt to hide lies behind the

appearance of truth (aka: sophistry).
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As witnessed on multiple occasions throughout history, such

individuals who value the health of their souls over the intimidating

(and extremely malleable) force of popular opinion, will o�ten decide

to sacri�ce personal comfort and even their lives in order to defend

those values which their minds and consciences deem important.

�ese rare, but invaluable outliers will o�ten resist policies that

threaten to undo their freedoms or undermine the basis of their

society ’s capacity to produce food, and energy for their children and

grandchildren.

What is worse, is that their example is o�ten extremely contagious

causing other members of the sheep class to believe that they too are

human and endowed with unalienable rights which should be

defended.

THE INTENTIONS ORDERING WORLD
HISTORY

Perhaps, most “destructive” of all is that these outlier people tend to

look for abstract things like “causes” in historical dynamics shaping

the context of their present age, as well as their current geopolitical

environment.

Whenever this type of thinking is done, carefully cra�ted narratives

fed to the masses by an enlightened elite will o�ten fail in their powers

to persuade, since seekers a�ter truth soon come to realize that IDEAS

and intentions (aka: conspiracies) shape our past, present and future.

When the dominating intentions shaping society ’s trajectory is in

conformity with Natural Law, humanity tends to improve, freedoms
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increase, culture matures and evil loses its hold. Inversely, when the

intentions animating history are out of conformity with Natural Law,

the opposite happens as societies lose their moral and material �tness

to survive and slip ever more quickly into dark ages.

While sitting in a jail in Birmingham Alabama in 1963, Rev. Martin

Luther King Jr. described this reality eloquently when he said:

From Plato’s organization of his Academy and e�forts to shape a

Philosopher King to beat the forces of the Persian Empire, to Cicero’s

e�forts to save the Roman Republic, to Augustine’s battles to save the

soul of Christianity all the way to our present age, conspiracies for the

good and counter-conspiracies for evil have shaped history.

If one were to begin an investigation into history without an

understanding that ideas and intentions caused the trajectory of

history, as is the standard practice among history professors

dominant in todays world, then one would become incapable of

understanding anything essential about one’s own reality.

A just law is a man-made code that squares with the

moral law or the law of God. An unjust law is a code

that is out of harmony with the moral law. Any law

that upli�ts human personality is just. Any law that

degrades human personality is unjust… One has not

only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey just laws.

Conversely one has a moral responsibility to disobey

unjust laws.”

“
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It is irrelevant that behaviorists and other fascists wish their victims

to believe that history just happens simply because random short-

sighted impulses kinetically drive events on a timeline- the truth of

my claim exists for any serious truth seeker to discover it for

themselves.

BACK TO OUR PRESENT SAD STATE OF
AFFAIRS

Now we all know that Sunstein spent the following years working as

Obama’s Regulatory Czar alongside an army of fellow behaviorists

who took control of all levers of policy making as outlined by Time

Magazine’s April 13, 2009 article ‘How Obama is Using the Science of

Change’.

As the fabric of western civilization, and traditional values of family,

gender, and even macro-economic concepts like “development” were

degraded during this period, the military-industrial complex had a

�eld day as Sunstein’s wife Samantha Power worked closely with

Susan Rice in the promotion of “humanitarian bombings” of small

nations under Soros’ Responsibility to Protect doctrine.

A�ter the Great Reset Agenda was announced in June 2020, Sunstein

was recruited to head the propaganda wing of the World Health

Organization known as the WHO Technical Advisory Group where his

skills in mass behavior modi�cation were put to use in order to

counteract the dangerous spread of conspiracy theories that

persuaded large chunks of the world population that COVID-19 was

part of a larger conspiracy to undermine national sovereignty and

impose world government.
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�e head of WHO described Sunstein’s mandate in the following

terms:

Today, hundreds of Obama-era behaviorists have streamed back into

in�luential positions of government under the new “scienti�cally

managed”, evidence-based governance coming back to life under

Biden promising to undo the dark days of President Trump.

Ideologues who have been on record calling for world government,

the elimination of the sick and elderly (see Obamacare architect

Ezekiel Emmanuel’s Why I Hope to Die At 75), and population control

are streaming back into positions of in�luence. If you think that

anything they have done to return to power is unlawful, or antithetical

to the principles of the Constitution, then these technocrats want you

to know that you are a delusional conspiracy theorist and as such,

represent a potential threat to yourself and the society of which you

are but a part.

If you question World Health Organization narratives on COVID-19,

or doubt the use of vaccines produced by organizations like Astra

Zeneca due to their ties to eugenics organizations then you are a

delusional conspiracy theorist.

In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, countries are

using a range of tools to in�luence behavior: Information

campaigns are one tool, but so are laws, regulations,

guidelines and even �nes…That’s why behavioral science

is so important.”

“
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If you doubt that global warming is caused by carbon dioxide or that

implementing the Paris Climate accords may cause more damage to

humanity than climate change ever could, then you must be a

conspiracy theorist.

If you believe that the US government just went through a regime

change coordinated by something called “the deep state”, then you run

the risk of being labelled a delusional threat to “the general welfare”

deserving of the sort of treatment dolled out to any typical terrorist.

It appears that the many comforts we have taken for granted over the

past 50-year drunken stupor called “globalization” are quickly coming

to an end, and thankfully not one but two opposing intentions for

what the new operating system will be are actively vying for

control. �is clash was witnessed in stark terms during the January

2021 Davos Summit, where Xi Jinping and Putin’s call for a new

system of win-win cooperation, multipolarity and long-term

development o�fset the unipolar zero-sum ideologues of the west

seeking to undo the foundations of industrial civilization.

Either way you look at it, conspiracies for good and for evil do exist

now, as they have from time immemorial. �e only question is which

intention do you want to devote your life towards?

Originally published at Strategic Culture.

Matthew Ehret is the Editor-in-Chief of the Canadian Patriot Review, Senior Fellow at the American
University in Moscow, BRI Expert on Tactical talk, and has authored 3 volumes of ‘Untold History of
Canada’ book series. In 2019 he co-founded the Montreal-based Rising Tide Foundation. This article
was recently adapted into a short video found here.
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Robbobbobin  Apr 2, 2021 3:17 AM

I have just reported you lot to the editors of the Oxford English Dictionary.

0 0  Reply

Peter Abraham  Apr 2, 2021 12:20 AM

“Government might itself engage in counter speech, marshaling arguments to discredit
conspiracy theories.”

This is being done on this forum as we speak by the many trolls and has been done for the
last two decades. Those who control the internet have gone much further than this. Lots
of forums have just disappeared and many others have been “sanitised” beyond
recognition. This trend has clearly intensi�ed since 2018. Obviously the green signal for
history’s greatest psyop had been given about three years ago.

0 0  Reply

James Brown  Apr 1, 2021 11:41 PM

CERN opened a door way to a di�ferent dimension and let in demonic spirits to our realm.
These demonic entities have taken over the Earths life force with a dark energy. The
human collaborators have been promised wealth,power, the elixir of youth perhaps from
these beings. They are all about death and su�fering, they gain sustinence from human
misery. A�ter this year I �nd this the most plausible answer to our present woes.

2 -2  Reply

Paul Vonharnish  Apr 2, 2021 1:04 AM

 Reply to  

Ermmmmm… Is this your most plausible answer? Wow…

0 0  Reply

David Robinson  Apr 1, 2021 9:35 PM

Prof C Whitty today;

“Looking ahead, Professor Whitty said Covid should end up being as manageable as
in�luenza in the future, with the disease remaining squashed most of the year and only
rearing its head in winter”.

So it was �lu all along. Who’d have thought, eh…..what a palava, for SFA.

2 0  Reply

James Brown
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TKa  Apr 1, 2021 9:18 PM

It’s interesting, US controlling the world using “science” it’s like the beginning of
cybernetics, Macy conferences, Mead’s Anthropology MKultra etc…

1 0  Reply

TFS  Apr 1, 2021 6:12 PM

How conspiracy theorizing may soon get you labelled a ‘Domestic Terrorist’

I’m down with the cools kids, this sounds perfectly reasonable

Looking forward to them takling the CS types that believe ‘their Government gives a fuck
about them’, and that the response to the Pandemic really is the outcome of 10yrs+
planning by the UK/NHS/Who/EU and not some ‘Pearl Harbour’ moment/oppourtunity
that the WEF and their ilk have had wet dreams about.

0 0  Reply

Paolo  Apr 1, 2021 6:10 PM

Excuse my ignorance but could someone tell me who the couple are in the articles
accompanying photo?

0 -1  Reply

Sid  Apr 1, 2021 6:18 PM

 Reply to  

Cass Sunstein and Samantha Power.

1 0  Reply

Brewer  Apr 1, 2021 7:53 PM

 Reply to  

A search for “Cass Sunstein idiot” will throw up a bunch of links.

1 0  Reply

dick ames  Apr 1, 2021 5:34 PM

It is amazing that the truth can not be shared but a lie can be promoted. Those in power
have only one answer to kill whoever does not wish to partake of their lies. All the wealth
in the world will not change that one day they will die. When they do then they will face
the Lord Jesus that rose from the dead. But then only the truth will matter for where they
spend eternity.

1 0  Reply

Paolo

Paolo
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Simon Hodges  Apr 1, 2021 2:37 PM

We are not really in the realms of conspiracy theory, my main objections are to endemic
levels of corruption that have grown steadily since 1980 under lax regulations resulting
from neoliberalism which has exploded since the GFC when bailing out the banks gave
them, markets and the entire �nancial system carte blanche to do whatever the hell they
want and authorities would always look the other way.

Transnational corporations have since captured governments, NGOs, health services,
education systems, media etc. in what can only be described as a truly globalist
incarnation of fascism building toward technocratic totalitarian surveillance states where
our own homes eventually become penal or reform institutions in the complete
politicization and elimination of the private sphere. They have managed to achieve all of
this for a tiny amount of money in the way of funding, grants and donations to
institutions which need to be publicly funded if they could be expected to retain any real
scienti�c and educational integrity.

The attacks are now coming on so many di�ferent fronts that it seems impossible to resist.
Everything is justi�ed according to the iron law of T.I.N.A. There is no alternative to
reducing CO2 emissions. There is no alternative to technological progress and we must
accept 5g and with it unfettered AI and surveillance technologies. There is no alternative
to Covid vaccinations, there is no alternative to lockdowns and putting as much
competition from non-essential SMEs out of business as possible. There is no alternative
to continuously bailing out �nancial institutions. There is no alternative to globalization
and a global corporate controlled government. There is no alternative but to fully comply
with all the demands of the fascist global state in the West.

9 -1  Reply

Renegade Prophet  Apr 1, 2021 2:59 PM

 Reply to  

They are going to kill 90% of Americans in their coming, planned WW3 and then
Planet X will end the war when it rips the earth apart again like it did in Noahs day.
All planned by the criminal bastard governments and their evil alien masters!

2 -2  Reply

The Coming Revolution  Apr 1, 2021 4:20 PM

 Reply to  

Excellent comment! “There is no alternative to progress,” as you rightly point out, is
at the heart of our misfortune. The religious belief – held by nearly all mainstream
intellectuals and pushed on us in real life – that we are embarked on a necessary trip

Simon Hodges

Simon Hodges
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towards an imagined golden age and that everything must be put at the service of
that endeavour will be our demise, if we don’t reconnect with our humanity which
has been, is, and will be forever identical to itself.

1 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 4:52 PM

 Reply to  

[…endemic levels of corruption that have grown steadily since 1980 under lax
regulations…]

Actual empirical evidence seems to be absent in your comment.

FWIW, corruption has forever been with us humans. At endemic levels.

3 -1  Reply

Edith  Apr 2, 2021 3:35 AM

 Reply to  

They didn’t really bail them out,..they threw a heap of money at them which I
suspect was to buy them time to organise how to plunder for their future and make
it all look like something else’s fault…hence covid chaos…

China doesn’t seem to be having this problem …they are busy buying up what is le�t
of any available resources while the western soc mob are fretting about wokeness
and covid..thus the future doesn’t look too fright for all those who have gone along
with this and sadly we also get dragged along too.

0 0  Reply

Timothy Drayton  Apr 1, 2021 2:12 PM

Great analysis in many ways but Xi Jinping and Putin are not opposing the Covid scam –
anything but – so I don’t think they can be put forward as advocates for a di�ferent future
for humanity. If anything, what is happening is the global adoption of the surveillance-
based Chinese totalitarian model under Xi Jinping.

8 0  Reply

Dave Patterson  Apr 1, 2021 1:01 PM

they always accuse you of what they’re up to themselves – it may be basically an ‘open
conspiracy’ since so many of us understand it, but it is nonetheless a great conspiracy,
probably the greatest of all time, being undertaken by our western rulers to create a great
new world government which will never again be remotely threatened by actual
democracy – a ‘conspiracy’ because they lie endlessly about what they are really up to to

Simon Hodges

Simon Hodges
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the passive sheep they are leading to the slaughter house with promises of ‘better things
in the future’ – better for them, no doubt, but not so much for the rest of us

6 0  Reply

Renegade Prophet  Apr 1, 2021 1:16 PM

 Reply to  

All because of the approaching Planet X. It caused the �lood of Noahs day and the
sinking of Atlantis. Thats what the criminal bastards hide with their chemtrails
every day globally for thirty years. Planet X will also end the coming, planned WW3
that is going to destroy the USA and kill 90% of Americans the same day as the next
false �lag using the nuke they stole in 2007 and blamed on Iran. All planned by your
criminal bastard governments and their evil alien bastard masters!

2 -7  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:07 PM

 Reply to  

[All because of the approaching Planet X.]

Yeah, but the also approaching Planet XI is going to smack into Planet X from
the side. From the debris we will have Moon XIX and Moon XXX around Jupiter,
and biotrails emanating from Saturn’s rings.

And as for Pluto, the outcome will be awful. Its application to become a planet
will again be rejected by the hidden masters (no-one may “say their names”)
causing Pluto to vanish in a constipated hu�f and reappear as a multitude of
emotionally shattered planetlets somewhere in the outskirts of the Andromeda
Galaxy.

When this last happened, giants walked on the earth causing Noah to �lood his
pants.

I know this is true because Taurus has been making non-species advances to
Aries. Pisces says that is �shy.

In short, you guessed it: it is even worse than you thought! I suggest you start
panicking. Now!

6 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 8:24 PM

 Reply to  

Dave Patterson

Renegade Prophet

suddyan
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Pluto is immortal. You might otherwise know Pluto as Anubis, and he’s older
than you (by virtue of purity).

0 0  Reply

Edwige  Apr 1, 2021 12:33 PM

For those who �nd the idea that China is a fake foe, a manufactured Eastasia, here’s some
of the evidence that points in that direction:

1) Although China was never formally colonised it was heavily penetrated by the West in
the C19th. China lost the Opium Wars (at least one of which was launched on a probable
false �lag) and had to allow Western access. 
2) Mao went to school at “the Yale of the East”. Yale is of course the home the Skull ‘n’
Bones. 
3) The OSS armed the Chinese Communists in WW2. This may have been on an “the
enemy’s enemy is my friend” basis but… 
4) George Marshall went to China in 1947 and cut o�f arms-funding for Chiang Kai-Shek.
This virtually handed China to Communism. 
5) Mao instituted policies like ‘The Great Leap Forward’ that were so insanely murderous
it beggars belief that they were just products of incompetence. They make more sense as
deliberate population reduction. 
6) Chinese Communism’s most famous policy of One Child was entirely congruent with
the population control policies of the global elite. 
7) David Rockefeller just loved Mao’s China: 

https://www.nytimes.com/1973/08/10/archives/from-a-china-traveler.html 
8) China appears to have been used a laboratory to trial parts of the imminent NWO
agenda e.g. social credit.

11 0  Reply

Ooink  Apr 1, 2021 9:34 PM

 Reply to  

Apparently it was discussed by (I think) the royal institute of foreign a�fairs (or some
such inane think tank) in a summit in Sydney Australia in 1937 that China was to
become the factory of the world. The �x has been in for a long time.

2 0  Reply

Lara  Apr 2, 2021 12:20 AM

 Reply to  

Don’t forget that the USA and Canada funded the Wuhan lab…

0 0

Edwige

Edwige
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0 0  Reply

irish  Apr 1, 2021 12:00 PM

we have domestic terrorists ruining the country now, fraudci,gates etc and big pharma.
but hey,lets focus on controlling the american skeptics of the current BS

3 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 1:43 PM

 Reply to  

Is there anything more insecure than that sort of shit? That insecurity is from
weakness (and sociopsychopathetic degeneracy that is unable to improve or
transcend).

Qlppoth, malkuth, tree of death.

0 -1  Reply

kalamazoo9  Apr 1, 2021 11:19 AM

Conspiracy theory, the term �rst conveniently coined by the CIA in relation to anybody
questioning the o��cial narrative spewed out re JFKs execution.

[Look away folks, nothing to see here]

Meanwhile back here, today in Covidian Cult Land… for any of you that that have been
paying close attention, you may have heard this last month or so the phrase ZERO Covid
being bandied about across the MSM, which dovetails neatly into the ZERO Carbon
WEF/UN agenda, see below.

irish
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https://www.repository.cam.ac.uk/bitstream/handle/1810/299414/REP_Absolute_Zero_
V3_20200505.pdf?sequence=9&isAllowed=y

The only additional insight I will once again voice is this manufactured pandemic farrago,
has never been about public health at all, it was always about societal change – pitched
atop the con of for the ‘greater good’.

Build Back Better…?

I personally was very happy with my life ‘old normal’ no need to bulldozer it all away on
my behalf, and �nally if you did hold any airline shares in your portfolio, hopefully you
ditched those back in 2018.

Yes, Michael O’Leary yer done.

5 0  Reply

Edith  Apr 2, 2021 4:59 AM

 Reply to  

I suspect many of us were happy enough with our old lives whatever they were..

0 0  Reply

Peter Sky  Apr 1, 2021 11:06 AM

kalamazoo9
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Legislation needs to be introduced banning the posession of face masks. It is a very
serious crime of conspiracy to perpetuate a holocaust. Small numbers for personal use
should carry a 5 year sentence where as larger numbers for distribution should carry a life
sentence with no possibility of release. There is no right to possess these since to do so is
aiding and abetting in a holocaust. They must be strictly banned with harsh penalties for
violations along with other components of the weapon such as other forms of PPE, plastic
screens in shops, ‘tests’, ‘vaccines’, white coats etc. It is a heinous crime like the wearing of
a swastika that was previously banned in Germany and carries a three year prison
sentence.

7 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:12 PM

 Reply to  

[Legislation needs to be introduced banning the posession of face masks.]

You want to ban it – using government legislation.

They want to force it on me – using government legislation.

I would like them and you just to leave me and mine alone so we can decide for
ourselves. M’kay?

2 0  Reply

johny conspiranoid  Apr 1, 2021 8:22 AM

“Just to be clear, conspiracy literally means ‘two or more people acting together in accord with

an agreed-upon idea and intention’.” 
……which they intend to keep secret from one or more other person. Otherwise why are
they ‘wispering together’?

2 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 10:10 AM

 Reply to  

Well there are VERY obvious conspiracies, and of course attempts to “mask”
conspiracies, depending on what sort of conspiration it is.

But, it doesn’t mean every conspiracy is secretive.

1 -1  Reply

David Robinson  Apr 1, 2021 6:39 PM

 Reply to  

Peter Sky

johny conspiranoid

johny conspiranoid
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Why are ‘we’ all in here whispering to each other when we should be shouting from
the roof tops? If you just stay in here, you are part of the controlled opposition.

0 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 2, 2021 12:57 AM

 Reply to  

How many times you been locked in mental wards for something someone else
did, had your head smashed against a wall, was abused in the street and in a
clinic, hospital by a “medical” institution?

Nah nah nah. I’m singing now.

0 0  Reply

Moneycircus  Apr 1, 2021 7:26 AM

UK Column News – 31st March 2021 
PART ONE

UN CALLS FOR WORLD TREATY  

NUMEROUS NATIONAL MEDIA SLAVISHLY RE-PUBLISH “JOINT ARTICLE”

RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE URGING A SUPRA-NATIONAL BODY 
‘NOBODY IS SAFE UNTIL EVERYBODY IS SAFE’

ECHOES OF UN WORLD CONCERT OF APRIL 2020: ‘WE WILL RISE!’ 
‘A NEW WORLD ORDER BEHIND CLOSED DOORS — THE STORM WILL PASS, WE WILL
SURVIVE’

Brain ScannedBrain Scanned

David Robinson
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In a joint article published on Tuesday across leading news platforms, the signatories said
that the coronavirus pandemic had been a “stark and painful reminder that nobody is
safe until everyone is safe”.

World leaders call for new international treaty to improve pandemic response:

the treaty would be rooted in the WHO Constitution.
crisis exposed inequalities in societies, geopolitical fault lines and frayed trust in
public institutions.
build resilience to pandemics and other global health emergencies.
robust national and global preparedness systems.
ensure timely and equitable access to pandemic countermeasures, including
vaccines.
support sustainable funding and capacity for prevention, detection, and responses
to outbreaks.
and promote mutual trust.

UK PM Bozo: No government can address the threat of pandemics alone – we must
come together (joint article).

Alex Thomson: this is the UN calling for supra-national government. It remains
treasonous in many countries. In Europe it failed because of overreach. This is the latest
attempt, using the pandemic. This will be a commissariat at the centre, dictating to
presidents, politicians and judges.

(See attacks on organized religion in part two).

VACCINE PASSPORTS BEGIN: “CHECK IN” OPENS SOON FOR PUBS AND VENUES 
LETTER TELLS LANDLORDS TO COLLECT DATA OR FACE FINE 

From April, “All visitors will be required to check in to enter hospitality venues, not just
one per group. Individuals can do this by checking in with the NHS COVID-19 app or by
providing their name and contact details. Anyone who does not comply must be refused
entry. Ensure you are compliant with the rules or you may face a 1000 pounds �ne.” 
All venues to display NHS QR code.

*** 

ADVENTURES IN NHS VACCINE WONDERLAND 
COVID PHONE SERVICE OFFERS PROPAGANDA OVER INFORMATION 
“We are pleased so many people have responded to their invitation for an NHS Covid-19
vaccination.” @00:14:15
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UKC CALLS NHS ADVICE LINE 
A WILD GOOSE CHASE FOR INFO ON SIDE EFFECTS 
Operators work from a script. Assurances on safety — No information on adverse e�fects

“I’d like to know about adverse e�fects.” 

“Could you repeat that, Sir. You were fading away.”

Brian Gerrish: the operator advises looking at NHS web site for side e�fects. 
NHS online says: “No long-term complications of Covid-19 side e�fects have been
reported.”

“NHS inform” mentions mild e�fects: head or muscle ache, fever, tiredness. 
“If the fever starts more than 48 hours a�ter the vaccination or lasts longer than 48 hours
you should self isolate and book a test.” — which means, you may catch Covid from the
vaccine.

NHS HYPERLINKS POINT BACK TO MINOR SIDE EFFECTS 
OR URGE PEOPLE TO REPORT A SIDE EFFECT TO THE MHRA YELLOW CARD 
Weekly summary of Yellow Card reporting leads to another summary. 

@00:28:15

SPIKE IN VACCINE DEATHS EVIDENT FROM INDIVIDUAL CASE SAFETY REPORTS 
PUBLISHED BY EUROPEAN MEDICAL AGENCY 

https://2020news.de/erschreckende-statistik-impfnebenwirkungen-jetzt-amtlich/

UKC REPORT ON HARSH REALITY OF VACCINE ADVERSE EFFECTS 
NICOLA REPORTS HOW FIT 58 Y/O HUSBAND FELL ILL 

Now in intensive care. Audio interview.

OBITUARY DESCRIBES HOW WOMAN DIED IMMEDIATELY AFTER VACCINE 
JEANIE EVANS HAD ANAPHYLAXIS DURING WAITING PERIOD 
“Jeanie M. Evans, 68, of E��ngham, Kansas died unexpectedly on Wednesday, March 24,
2021 at the Stormont-Vail Hospital from a reaction to the Covid vaccine”

***

‘I DON’T MIND DYING OF ASTRAZENECA’ — NORWAY TV CHAT SHOW HOST 

LINN WIIK SAYS SOME PEOPLE WILL BE “OFFERED UP” 
“Some people will die to save all. Even if it is the AZ that is killing through blood clots, we
are still at war against Covid. Vaccines are the only way out of the trenches.” 
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“Some folk have to be sacri�ced for others to be safe. That’s how it is in all wars.” — news
report, The Jewish Voice

SKY EXTRAVAGANZA — LENNY HENRY IN “A LETTER TO LOVED ONES” 
“PLEASE TAKE THE JAB TO PROTECT OUR COMMUNITY” 
Tugs on heart strings, “trust the experts, don’t trust your mate down the pub or
conspiracies online.” 
Brian Gerrish: I agree with Lenny Henry, you should talk to your GP but print o�f a copy of
the MHRA Yellow Card and have a frank and informed discussion.

TALK RADIO PUSHES MP TO DEFINE ZERO COVID 
UK GOV MIN ROBERT JENRICK: “A VERY LOW LEVEL”. 
Julia Hartley-Brewer: “What level must we get Covid down to until we are prepared to live
with it — it’s not zero, what’s the number? Has the government discussed the number
and is not telling us?” 
Housing Secretary Robert Jenrick MP: “We have to keep it very low… but we’re not there
yet… Cases are falling but they are not as low as we’d like them to be.”

Alex Thomson: Why is a housing minister put forward for such an interview? This is the
Napoleonic theory of joint ministerial responsibility, instead of the common law concept
of individual responsibility under which a minister should represent the people and do
his job, or resign.

ANARCHO-TYRANNY AND THE LAW OF THE LAND  
FORMER MINISTER KAREN BRADLEY MP DEFENDS COMMON LAW 
“…when we pass laws in this place [Parliament] they are the law of the land… The
di��culty with these laws is that they are contrary to the way we normally carry out laws.
Under the common law system, one is free to do whatever one wishes unless the law
says otherwise. But these laws are Napoleonic. They give us permissions to do certain
things. They say that we can do nothing unless we have permission to do it.”

Alex Thomson: two cheers for Karen Bradley. Back before she was appointed Theresa
May’s N. Ireland minister, she admitted she was ignorant of Northern Irish politics, for
which she deserves kudos not ridicule. She is something of a libertarian.

*** 

GAVI VACCINE CARTEL PREDICTS LEGENDARY COMEBACK FOR INFLUENZA 
DESPITE FLU’S MAGICAL DISAPPEARANCE

WARNS THAT PUBLIC SEES VIRUS AS LOW RISK 
WE KNOW GATES SEES VIRUS AS A PROFIT CENTER
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WHAT ARE GATES & GAVI PLANNING? 
WHO IS MANIPULATING THE FLU NUMBERS

“In�luenza type A is constantly circulating globally with an ever-present risk of being
transmitted to humans from birds, pigs and other zoonotic hosts. Here’s how it could
trigger the next pandemic:”

The next pandemic: H5N1 and H7N9 in�luenza?, by Kess Rowe — GAVI 26 Mar 2021

NOT A SINGLE FLU TYPE-A ADMISSION SINCE UK WEEK ONE 

PHE Week 37 In�luenza & COVID 19 Monitoring

WHO SHOWS FLU-A AT ZERO SINCE WEEK 16, (AS OF NOV 2020) 
NEW WHO GRAPH SHOWS A SMATTERING OF FLU-B SINCE WEEK 36 

WHO Global In�luenza Surveillance data

5 -1  Reply

Moneycircus  Apr 1, 2021 7:20 AM

UK Column News – 31st March 2021 
PART TWO

ORGANIZED RELIGION COMES UNDER ATTACK 

COINCIDES WITH UN DRIVE FOR A ONE-WORLD RELIGION

EUROPEAN COMMISSION CHALLENGED ON DOUBLE STANDARDS 
PENALIZES HUNGARY, POLAND BUT FRANCE GETS A PASS 

EC urged by lobby groups in 7 countries to investigate France over treatment of
Muslims.

Macron has forced mosques and muslims to declare “how they will be muslims in
France” under the Imam’s Charter.

“More than 100 years after the 1918 Spanish in�uenza pandemic, type A in�uenza virus not
only poses one of the largest threats to the modern world, but the risk of spill-over of avian
in�uenza from poultry to humans is growing.
And yet even though there are epidemics of di�erent “seasonal” in�uenza strains every winter,
the virus is widely perceived to be low risk by the majority of the public, partly because of the
availability of seasonal in�uenza vaccines, with those most at risk being older people and
infants. Nevertheless, the risk is high particularly with two subtypes, H5N1 and H7N9. “

      


https://www.gavi.org/vaccineswork/next-pandemic/h5n1-and-h7n9-influenza
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/973174/Weekly_Flu_and_COVID-19_report_w12.pdf
https://www.who.int/influenza/gisrs_laboratory/updates/flunet_
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/one-world-religion-united-nations-alliance-ring-of-peace/
https://5pillarsuk.com/2021/03/09/european-commission-urged-to-investigate-france-over-treatment-of-muslims/
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Macron targets muslims over “separatism”
Misdescribes hijab which normally covers head not face
51 charities being investigated. 73 madrassas and businesses shut down in 2020
censoring of free speech in article 6 of the Imam’s Charter

RESTRICTIONS ON CHURCH ADMISSION FACES TEST IN NETHERLANDS 
CONSTITUTION DOES NOT PERMIT RESTRICTIONS ON ATTENDANCE 
Churches follow 1.5 meter distance but media launches co-ordinated attack on churches
that refuse to limit numbers. 
Accuses churches of playing Russian roulette by not turning away worshippers. 

Images suggest press was intrusive and provocative. 
But press claims shock jock presenter who tried to block worshipper from parking in
village of Urk was “attacked” by car.

Elder of the SionKerk said journalists behaved “like borderline imbeciles. We had
better experiences with the SS in WW2. At least they were polite.”

SECOND CHURCH TARGETED AFTER IT WELCOMED ALL-COMERS 
FAKE BOMB LEFT OUTSIDE, POLICE TWEET ABOUT PRESS FREEDOM 
Rev Anthonie Kort, Old Reformed Church, Krimpen aan den Ijssel, Rotterdam:

LOCAL MAYORS ARE LIKE U.S. CONSTITUTIONAL SHERIFFS 
THE LAST LINE OF DEFENCE 
Mayor of Krimpe, Martijn Vroom, defends Christian minister with freedom of expression. 
Mayor of Urk, Cees van den Bos, resists calls to condemn worshippers.

LEADER OF GERMAN LAWYERS INTERVIEWS HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR 
VERA SHARAV GIVES TESTIMONY TO REINER FUELLMICH 

Transcript of testimony: From T4 To Covid1984 at NedPamphilon UK

“Our whole country has been imperiled by the government. Very many are dying from
vaccinations. Death is being introduced knowingly and not prevented. We are not safe under
this government.”

“People are being conditioned to submit passively to government dictates. Children who are
deprived of an education, are being conditioned to distrust people. Mandatory masks are an
insidious psychological weapon. They demean our dignity as free human beings. They do not

      


https://www.destentor.nl/urk/grimmige-kerkgang-op-urk-verslaggevers-aangevallen-hij-gaf-gewoon-extra-gas~a722e9cc/?referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2F
https://www.ad.nl/binnenland/sionkerk-urk-journalisten-zijn-randdebielen-en-terroristen-zelfs-de-ss-handelde-vriendelijker~a99b1f1a/?referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2F
https://www.nedpamphilon.uk/12-from-t4-to-covid1984/
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Nature’s Pro�le of Vera Sharav

CANADA’S POLICE VETERANS PUSH BACK — “ON GUARD FOR THEE” 
TEN PRACTICAL TIPS TO REGAIN OUR FREEDOM 
“We are a group of active duty and retired police o��cers who have assembled to create a
haven of truth and justice for all members. We recognize our sworn oath. We signed up to
act as beacons of truth, peace and integrity.”

can police stop unconstitutional laws?
they must obey a lawful order, they must not obey an unlawful order
checks & balances to stop this ever happening again

https://policeonguard.ca/ 

Julius Reuchel Video Interview on YouTube channel Police On Guard For Thee

GREEN NEW DEAL AND THE RACE TO ZERO 
COP26 REVEALS FINANCIAL AGENDA BEHIND THE GAIA TALK 
Alok Sharma, COP26 president, says UK Gov announces 500,000 pounds for Carbon
Market initiative. Follows Rishi Sunak saying he wants to renew City of London as the
premier �nancial centre.

Good answer to Sharma’s Tweet: “Instead of complicated Gov Green Schemes that don’t
work why not zero rate home insulation materials, home energy products like solar PV
panels, ground & air source heat pumps & the work to retro �t on existing homes? That
would be a start.”

UN RACE TO ZERO… ZERO WHAT? 
AstraZeneca commits to becoming carbon neutral

Mike Robinson: perhaps by giving people more injections so they no longer produce any
CO2 exhalation. Is the UN policy about zero carbon, zero population or zero covid?

UK military chips in, “to protect peace and stability while embracing sustainability and
reducing our carbon emissions” — Jeremy Quin MP, Defence Minister. 
Brian Gerrish: if you look at what the military is designed to do, it is to destroy things. This
is a new religion and Newspeak: preaching ‘save the world’ while doing the opposite.

UK Column News – 31st March 2021

work in an epidemic and are the symbolic equivalent of the yellow star. Study after study
show lock downs destroy millions of lives and livelihoods.”

      


https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt0908-965
https://policeonguard.ca/
https://youtu.be/Ikpb8lNYr_Q
https://twitter.com/COP26/status/1377176339694809088
https://unfccc.int/climate-action/race-to-zero-campaign
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10 -2  Reply

Trevor Hind  Apr 1, 2021 8:50 AM

 Reply to  

I choose not to get my news from Alt-Right news agencies, thanks.

1 -18  Reply

Moneycircus  Apr 1, 2021 10:00 AM

 Reply to  

“I no longer discuss the totalitarian Reset with any but the closest, brightest
and best I’ve been fortunate enough to �nd. I’m sick to death of the gullible
naifs, the bombastic infants straight out of Lord of the Flies, and the patronising
Le�tlib Remainoids secretly enjoying the misanthropy of the EU federalists.”

“Psy-Op’ has become one of those bits of blogosphere jargon… Only the Home
Counties smuggies and Le�tlib dumbos don’t believe in it….even though,
ironically, their favoured media like Channel 4, CNN, the BBC, the Guardian and
the New York Times use it all the time to turn contrary interpretation into fake
news, climate change sceptics into deniers, and conservative doubters into the
Hard Right.”

— John Ward on form at The Slog.

11 -1  Reply

George Mc  Apr 1, 2021 4:25 PM

 Reply to  

“Le�tlib dumbos” Like it! These are the ones who now have no excuse to �loat
in that sensory deprivation womb chamber that is the old Le�t/Right political

UK Column News - 31st March 2021UK Column News - 31st March 2021

Moneycircus

Trevor Hind

Moneycircus

      


https://therealslog.com/2021/03/30/virus-policy-saving-lives-by-killing-people/
https://therealslog.com/2021/03/23/slog-special-as-fear-sold-virus-nhs-blackmail-sells-vaccine/
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theatre now brutally revealed by the covid show as the con it always was.

2 0  Reply

George Mc  Apr 1, 2021 10:11 AM

 Reply to  

A�ter the monstrous betrayal of the nominal Le�t, I no longer even pay attention
to the expressions “Le�t” and “Right”.

13 0  Reply

Timothy Drayton  Apr 1, 2021 2:20 PM

 Reply to  

I would probably have said the same a year ago but now �nd UK Column to be
one of the few reliable sources of news in the UK.

4 0  Reply

George Mc  Apr 1, 2021 4:27 PM

 Reply to  

Ditto Peter Hitchens who I would now turn to waaaaay before I went to that
WSWS bullshit chamber.

0 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:16 PM

 Reply to  

[I choose not to get my news from Alt-Right news agencies, thanks.]

Yawn. There’s a good little meme-fabricating troll, now.

1 0  Reply

George Mc  Apr 1, 2021 10:09 AM

 Reply to  

Cf. Lenny Henry, how pleasant it is to be a celebrity espousing a cause that’s not only
vastly well-funded and well publicised but is in fact the single monomaniacal
matter of the moment as decided by the centres of power above. And note his point:
Don’t trust the public around you, don’t trust your own community, don’t trust any
alternative points of view (i.e. the very alternative points of view that make real
science possible) but just believe in “the facts” – this latter apparently an
unproblematic matter which, in reality, consists of carefully edited snippets backed
by waves of hysteria mongering.

3 0  Reply

Trevor Hind

Trevor Hind

Timothy Drayton

Trevor Hind

Moneycircus
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David Bellemare Gosselin  Apr 1, 2021 7:02 AM

In his 1962 lecture called “The Ultimate Revolution” Aldous Huxley spoke of creating a
“concentration camp with no tears” where people “love their servitude.” This is what we
are living in today:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Jy2wXxT1is4

7 0  Reply

Martin Usher  Apr 1, 2021 6:03 AM

Taling about the 2020 general election as a coup is stretching things a bit. There’s vast
amounts of dark money washing around our politics, shaping opinion, mobilizing people,
lobbying representatives and generally making sure that elections go the way that the
money would like. This is the reason why I refer to these actors as ‘sponsors’ — many of
our elected representatives are owned almost to the point of being covered in logos like a
sports �gure. What happened in 2020 was merely that ‘the other side’ used a more
conventional form of organization to ensure that the election represented the will of the
people. More or less. This might have upset the dark money which is why we’re getting
such authrotiative sources waxing about ‘the 2020 coup’ and ‘the steal’ and so on but I
think we now know that there was no such thing. Sunlight is a powerful disinfectant.

(One of the weird aspects of modern life is that a substantial number of people think that
billionaires — and their mouthpices — care about their freedom.)

The fact that people still cling to debunked theories, developing even more far out ones
as the initial ones fail to pan out, is proof of just how persuasive this entire operation has
been on large sections of the global electorate. The anti-vaccine people have got
increasingly strident as the level of vaccination rises, the infection rates drop and people
seem to be gradually emerging back to life as we used to know it. The latest ‘reall big deal’
is so-called vaccine passports. Its all about control, restricting freedom and so on, but a
glance back to the not too distant past will show you that you couldn’t travel to many
countries without proof of vaccination against speci�ed contagious diseases. The whole
idea of ‘freedom’ means little in an international context; people have got so used to the
idea that they can go to the Costa del Sol to party (for example) that they forget that its
another country and so subject to another country’s rules. Sure, current restrictions may
interfere with your right to party but you never had such a right in the �rst place, it was
merely a license tied to your spending habits.

0 -25  Reply

Peter  Apr 1, 2021 6:19 AM
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 Reply to  

There are at least four permanent shills on this site.

24 0  Reply

molecule9  Apr 1, 2021 8:11 AM

 Reply to  

Sock puppets

6 0  Reply

Trevor Hind  Apr 1, 2021 8:52 AM

 Reply to  

Each one with many di�ferent accounts. It is now like the Guardian, where 90%
of comments are alt-right, GCHQ or US based.

3 -5  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 10:21 AM

 Reply to  

The guardian has “alt-right” comments? In what sense?

I �gured they pushed vaccines, masks, lockdowns, pharma, etc. But
admittedly, I have not looked at any of their articles in a long time.

2 -1  Reply

David Robinson  Apr 1, 2021 12:18 PM

 Reply to  

Try posting in a Guardian forum with “Don’t take the vaccine because…”.
The post will disappear almost before you’ve �nished uploading it. It’s
very heavily censored at the moment but I found it had started to get
worse when Corbyn was the Labour leader. It is becoming more and
more right-wing. By contrast, I joined the Times on a free trial, so no
paywall, and I could post whatever I liked about covid etc provided I did
not try to post links to elsewhere on the internet. There are a lot of anti-
govt covid policy posters at The Times.

4 -1  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 8:26 PM

 Reply to  

Well…

Martin Usher

Peter

Peter

Trevor Hind

SocioPsychopatriotism

David Robinson
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“Try posting in a Guardian forum with “Don’t take the vaccine
because…”

“The guardian has “alt-right” comments? In what sense? 
I �gured they pushed vaccines, masks, lockdowns, pharma, etc. But
admittedly, I have not looked at any of their articles in a long time.”

Is there any reason to consider “the guardian”, considering their idea
of “alt-right” is totally le�t?

0 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:25 PM

 Reply to  

[Each one with many di�ferent accounts. It is now like the Guardian, where
90% of comments are alt-right, GCHQ or US based.]

Ooh, ooh, Trevor has been triggered with his favourite bogeyman. Hush
people, it is the frightening spectre of the – drumroll please – “alt-right.”

0 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:22 PM

 Reply to  

[Talking about the 2020 general election as a coup is stretching things a bit.]

Yup. But talking sense that goes against the herd think of many here will not be
accepted. You will be downvoted by the faithful.

[… to ensure that the election represented the will of the people.]

There is no such realisable thing as the “will of the people.”

[…you couldn’t travel to many countries without proof of vaccination against
speci�ed contagious diseases.]

Poor analogy. Not traveling to a country is not the same thing as not being allowed
in at your local pub. And then being tracked as you enter with your “passport.”

That is totalitarian control.

1 -1  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 8:29 PM

 Reply to  

Trevor Hind

Martin Usher

suddyan
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“Not traveling to a country is not the same thing as not being allowed in at your
local pub.”

You’re right, that’s even worse. Some guys here, for instance, work a hard day.
They clean streets and shit, and they just want to fucking drink a beer. And you’re
telling me, going to america is a more serious problem? Fuck america. Fuck
china. Fuck Israel. Fuck Saudi arabia. Fuck germany. Fuck france.

There’s no way I would travel to america or whatever. Those are shitholes.

And I’ll do the fucking from now on. And even the netherlands, have no fucking
clue.

0 0  Reply

logoagogo  Apr 1, 2021 9:00 PM

 Reply to  

yes, fairly transparent trained Intelligence BS timewaster.

0 0  Reply

logoagogo  Apr 1, 2021 9:07 PM

 Reply to  

before the following, there sre a number of statements no reasonable person could
disagree with.

Then the writer doesn’t even bother with a segue. They just go for it with “What
happened in 2020 was merely that ‘the other side’ used a more conventional form of
organization to ensure that the election represented the will of the people. More or
less. This might have upset the dark money which is why we’re getting such
authrotiative sources waxing about ‘the 2020 coup’ and ‘the steal’ and so on” – all of
which is of course disputed and not by authoritative sources who are all unanimous
in their support of Biden’s legitimacy. By seriously marginal yet serious sites like this.

‘More or less’ – Ha! the ultimate “Fuck it, it’ll do” fudge.

A bit of a segue, that’s all you needed. But you couldn’t be arsed. So your talking
points are glaring for what they are.

You are not a good writer on evidence; or perhaps a brilliant one stuck in a psyops
unit and being sloppy because you view things with contempt.

Anyway, it’s noted.

1 0  Reply

Martin Usher

Martin Usher
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logoagogo  Apr 1, 2021 9:09 PM

 Reply to  

What are you ushering in exactly, ‘Martin’?

0 0  Reply

Gram  Apr 1, 2021 5:47 AM

“Conspiracies for good and for evil do exist now, as they have from time immemorial.”

To be clear, conspiracies are never done for good.

2 -4  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 7:09 AM

 Reply to  

Wrong.

You can easily conspire for good. But there is a blindness in the usage of that word.

3 -2  Reply

Ilya G Poimandres  Apr 1, 2021 11:30 AM

 Reply to  

So when Hitler’s would be assassins conspired to kill the Fuhrer – only for bad, right?

0 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:28 PM

 Reply to  

[To be clear, conspiracies are never done for good.]

So when the ANC conspired to illegally overthrow the Apartheid government
(remember, that government encted the laws, so the ANC was technically acting
illegally), that was “never for the good?”

Maybe you should have a rethink of your assertion.

1 -1  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 8:32 PM

 Reply to  

The ANC is mostly worthless. The ANC conspired to overthrow government from
the subverted basis of industrially fundamental bolshevik “socialism” (huge
amounts of in�luence from say, the UK and Israel though, also Russia and China).

Martin Usher

Gram

Gram

Gram

suddyan
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And yet, MORONS, can’t understand that either state capitalism (the sort of shit
the ANC pushes, like chinese slaves) or capitalist state (the sort of shit
Switzerland pushes) is worthless. Why? Coz subjugation of citizens, industrial
excess.

Both being aspects of the same, fraudulent, degenerate guaranteed failure
entropic hegelian dialectic garbage absolutely doomed.

Black people I know here simply don’t believe in the ANC, or the DA, or
whatever. They know that shit is meaningless, shit, I spoke with a guy from
Zimbabwe late 2019 and he was like, ANC is meaningless, Mandela was coerced
by Britain.

And the guy reminded me of a “gorilla”.

If you don’t cooperate for the purpose of comfort (and I mean beyond “�luoride”
and shit), advancement, less abuse you are very simply going to hell. Subversive
industrial excess with malicious intent is your ticket.

You will never be able to appreciate anything ever again, despite your smile.
We’re not gonna reset.

Now YOU can learn to panic, from the accumulation of your degeneracy,
malevolence, ignorance.

0 0  Reply

logoagogo  Apr 1, 2021 9:14 PM

 Reply to  

it depends on whose ‘good’ it serves. Genuine conspiracies that serve the wider
good? Tricky to think. If something is genuinely for your good they can sell you
on its bene�ts so no need to conspire

0 0  Reply

David Robinson  Apr 1, 2021 6:56 PM

 Reply to  

I think it all depends on who’s doing the conspiring and where you stand on the
outcome! I would imagine there are a lot of people here who would have approved
of the Gunpowder Plot to blow up Parliament!

0 0  Reply

Wayne Vanderploeg  Apr 1, 2021 4:44 AM
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On a positive thread. Tucker Carlson (Fox) seems to be breaking from the ranks of the
MSM and is now calling a spade a spade. He spent some time tonight talking about the
extreme measures being taken by Canada with mandatory detainment and heavy
penalties (prison and he�ty �nes) for refusal to comply. He openly questioned the
motivations of our government through the unnecessary draconian lock downs and a
discussion of vaccine passports. He suggested that congress and the President are
intentionally trying to bring our economy to it’s knees as part of the global reset plan.
This is big. The question is whether it is too far along. Comments by John Kerry implied
that it’s already done. It is refreshing that someone with a large audience is �nally
pointing out the obvious. Tucker Carson is now jumping to a web based show through
Foxnation.com to continue it. People I know are ready and are looking for organizers. We
all want to take to the streets and protest. All at once. But the well orchestrated
censorship and social media lock downs are making it di��cult to get the word out. I tell
people any way I can to read o�f-guardian. And I do it repeatedly. Fuck you NSA.

17 -3  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 8:01 AM

 Reply to  

You know how I used to protest (just before covid shit though, like right up to the
end of 2019)? I used to walk around and give hobos food, talk with them. I’m not
joining orchestrated mobs.

It’s ironic, the things we spoke about, like societal drone behaviour, general
inconsideration and how easily society can collapse.

But hey, you do what you feel is appropriate.

3 0  Reply

Magie  Apr 1, 2021 11:37 AM

 Reply to  

LMAO! Tucker Carlson, the Comet Ping Pong VIP loving, 9/11 truther bashing,
corporate pundit sell out is �ghting the establishment! 
tucker carslon cia operative who dad is was a CIA operative 
tucker who ridiculed the 911 movement 
not the brightest are you.wayne 
#mind you watch tucker that says a lot

Tucker Carlson’s dirty little PNAC war against 9/11 Truth 

https://911truth.org/tucker-carlsons-dirty-little-pnac-war-against-911-truth/

1 -1  Reply

Wayne Vanderploeg

Wayne Vanderploeg
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suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:34 PM

 Reply to  

So, if Carlson mistakenly believes the “wrong thing” about 911, yet now seems to
see something wrong with the Covid thing, and Wayne mentions it, then Wayne
is “not the brightest?”

Dear Magie, your jumping to conclusions does not seem the brightest to me.

2 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 5:56 PM

 Reply to  

I agree hey, carlson does mention some legit stu�f.

He did sell out though, coz I mean, otherwise he wouldn’t be visible.

2 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:31 PM

 Reply to  

[On a positive thread. Tucker Carlson (Fox) seems to be breaking from the ranks of
the MSM and is now calling a spade a spade.]

Ooh Wayne, don’t you think Trevor Hind might classify Tucker Carlson and Fox as
“alt-right?”

Be careful, you may be outed for failing to adhere to “correctspeak” and, worse,
thinking for yourself!

0 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 5:57 PM

 Reply to  

Fox news is worthless hey. I mean, entirely. I can respect some things Carlson
says, but it’s mostly from controlled opposition position.

1 0  Reply

John Ervin  Apr 1, 2021 4:40 AM

“Fortunately, reality is a bit more elegant and digni�ed than behaviorists wish to admit.”

Props for this humanist manifesto.

A bit before the global smackdown I told a fascist who cuts some of my checks: “I’m just
another humble Conspiracy Realist…” then leaned back in my chair to watch her sputter

Magie

suddyan

Wayne Vanderploeg
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while unpacking it:

“”No, you mean a Conspiracy Theo…thu…ah…um…hmm”

Sweet.

6 0  Reply

Schmitz Katze  Apr 1, 2021 4:21 AM

Found on the net:

The masks are starting to fall! 
“The Chinese biology lab in Wuhan is owned by Glaxosmithkline, which is (accidentally)
owned by P�zer!” (the one that makes the vaccine against the virus that was
(accidentally) started in the biology lab in Wuhan and that was (accidentally) funded by
Dr. Fauci who (accidentally) promotes the vaccine! 
“GlaxoSmithKline is (accidentally) managed by Black Rock’s �nance department, which
(accidentally) manages the �nances of the Open Foundation Company (Soros
Foundation), which (accidentally) manages the French AXA!
“Soros” (accidentally) owns the German company “Winterthur”, which (accidentally) built
a Chinese laboratory in Wuhan and was bought by the German Allianz, which
(accidentally) has Vanguard as a shareholder, which (accidentally) is a shareholder of
“Black Rock”, which (accidentally) controls the central banks and manages about one
third of the world’s investment capital. 
“Black Rock” also (happens to be) a major shareholder in MICROSOFT, which is owned by
Bill Gates,( okey, the company actually belongs to someone else – at least, on paper.. The
value of Gates’ current 1.4% stake in S&P 500 information technology giant Microso�t
soared by 53%, or $7.5 billion, since the March 23 when pandemic fears peaked..) Gates,
who (happens to be) a shareholder in P�zer (which – you remember? sells a miracle
vaccine) and (happens to be) now the �rst sponsor of ‘WHO! 
Now you understand how a dead bat sold in a wet market in China infected the WHOLE
PLANET! “” …. quickly copy and share

Translated with http://www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

20 0  Reply

kevin  Apr 1, 2021 4:47 AM

 Reply to  

Larry Fink, chairman and CEO of BlackRock, is (accidentally) on the board of trustees
of the World Economic Forum (accidental promoters of the ‘Great Reset’). He’s also

Schmitz Katze
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(accidentally) on the board of the Council on Foreign Relations and a recent member
of the Trilateral Commission, all (accidentally) interlocked groups.

6 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 7:12 AM

 Reply to  

As a reminder of what has no worth, but in�lated value:

Notice the huge overlap of their “interests”.

https://www.holdingschannel.com/all/stocks-held-by-blackrock-inc/ 

https://www.holdingschannel.com/all/stocks-held-by-vanguard-group-inc/ 

https://www.holdingschannel.com/all/stocks-held-by-state-street-corp/

0 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 1:42 PM

 Reply to  

Since the other post just doesn’t want go through spam check (3 links to the
same site)…

Try a search for “all holdings blackrock”, “all holdings vanguard”, “all holdings
state street corporation”. On a site called holdingschannel dot com, but you can
get an idea elsewhere, too.

Anyway, you might notice an enormous amount of overlap and the same sort of
interests/in�lated value.

1 0  Reply

John Ervin  Apr 1, 2021 4:59 AM

 Reply to  

Fascinating info, though not startling in any way. The Fauci connections I’d like to
know more about.

Do you have links? Thanks.

1 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 7:16 AM

 Reply to  

What about Moncef Sliaou, Robert Langer and some guys like those? They’re
also related to that shit, Moderna and whatnot.

kevin

kevin

Schmitz Katze

John Ervin
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Considering Fauci’s agency gave Moderna like $1 billion (with the blessings of
one guanold dump), that’s very convenient with him marketing it too, if you
recall.

This kinda appropriate for an April 1st mention: 

https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/05/27/fauci-just-singled-out-this-
biotech-stock-is-it-a.aspx

The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) is of course
also funded by b&m gates. Ironic, since vaccines and their toxic shit is what
causes most allergies and such.

Considering infectious diseases (in the contagious sense), don’t physically exist,
that’s also kind of an interesting name.

As usual, belief in the bullshit, being the viral contagion (which is mental, and
that’s assuming you’re susceptible).

0 0  Reply

fregzertg  Apr 1, 2021 6:33 AM

 Reply to  

the french government was also in Wuhan

1 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 7:37 AM

 Reply to  

You mean Sano�-Pasteur with B&M gates funding and such?

0 0  Reply

Walter  Apr 1, 2021 4:01 AM

The world is normally in equilibrium. There is no “single evil power” 
that is not a reaction to another evil power. All claims to the contra- 
ry are a shameless insult to our intelligence and natural instinct! 
Man must come to understand that he is the master of his destiny.

0 -4  Reply

John Ervin  Apr 1, 2021 4:47 AM

 Reply to  

That’s SO Old School.

0 0  Reply

Schmitz Katze

fregzertg

Walter
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Si Noble  Apr 1, 2021 2:35 PM

 Reply to  

There is no equilibrium in 2021, an evil power is in control and they have evil
intentions, they are not retaliating, they are just evil.

0 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:38 PM

 Reply to  

[Man must come to understand that he is the master of his destiny.]

Sorry, but too many of my fellow-“man” disagree with me (and each other) about
what that “destiny” is.

And since you say man is “master of his destiny,” I conclude now would be a good
time to start panicking!

0 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 5:58 PM

 Reply to  

Destiny or fate? I panicked a looooong time ago. I don’t care to panic anymore.
“He who panics �rst…”

Honestly, I just don’t believe in the world and its shit, I mean there are some
good things…certainly. But the popularized shit typically isn’t. The sort of shit
people are conveniently ignorant about. Those typical degenerate factors.

I don’t have “survival” worries. You press a .45 against my skull and pull that
trigger. The only shot I’ll take.

As a warning though, you try make a move and you’re DOA.

Guess I can’t help but post this again. “This some other shit around here nigger.
You cross that line and you taking a walk down that dark side…” 

Walter

Walter

suddyan
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0 -1  Reply

Ooink  Apr 1, 2021 3:40 AM

Australian state of Queensland just made masks compulsory for the next 2 weeks. Fines
of up to $1600 for non compliancy.

2 0  Reply

S Cooper  Apr 1, 2021 4:04 AM

 Reply to  

“Look like Queensland is fast becoming Jonestown. Seems like that dork de Jersey is
trying to out crazy Jim Jones. That is not good.” 

3 0  Reply

Edith  Apr 1, 2021 5:14 AM

 Reply to  

I have gotten through 3 days so only 14 to go without needing to wear the stupid
thing…the best part being advised that it isn’t necessary to wear it while
swimming.,.such is the crazy work of the advisors..

3 0  Reply

Ooink  Apr 1, 2021 6:00 AM

 Reply to  

I’m not wearing the fucking things either. I would love to know how in a court of
law anyone can tell ME that I DON’T experience extreme discomfort wearing a
mask…that I DON’T struggle to breath properly…that I DON’T lose certain

Twisted Insane - Voodoo 2 -Featuring Dayo G (OFTwisted Insane - Voodoo 2 -Featuring Dayo G (OF……

Ooink

Ooink

Edith
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peripheral vision/ lose full natural vision that the full faculty of my senses are
NOT impaired by strapping a fucking mask to my face etc. How can anyone
PROVE that my wearing a mask is NOT causing me distress and ill health?

Sure, you could bleat “but thousands of people wear the mask”. Yes, fuck them,
but how does that apply to ME? How can YOU tell ME that I feel �ne wearing a
fucking mask? This shit is not right. It’s just not right.

This is beyond creepy.

16 0  Reply

mgeo  Apr 1, 2021 9:02 AM

 Reply to  

I had extreme di��culty breathing through a cheap cloth mask, and running
nose a�terwards. This was unlike the standard “surgical” one.

3 0  Reply

Ooink  Apr 1, 2021 6:03 AM

 Reply to  

You say 14 to go and I’d love to believe that. But I think we both know where this
is going.

How many of us have written or called our local member to express opinion?
(not that it’d do anything). I’m ashamed to say I have not. These fucking ghouls
making these decisions are not being challenged.

3 0  Reply

Edith  Apr 1, 2021 8:20 AM

 Reply to  

Sadly mine are independent MPs both state and fed…a couple of
independents tried to make a stand in the last few days and the idiot ABC is
just stopping short of calling them granny killers for saying masks are
stupid..,

and as Anna chart has been over run by neptune and the next eclipse I am
not really hopeful but I have to keep sane…I have to make one trip into the
supermarket and I am planning on cutting holes in the bloody mask for my
trip in there…everywhere else I just ignore it all…and dream about the time
only a couple of years ago when burkas were banned…

3 0  Reply

Ooink

Edith

Ooink
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Ooink  Apr 1, 2021 8:35 AM

 Reply to  

I stocked up a�ter the January 2 week mask bulllshit. So I won’t need to go
anywhere that requires freak masks. This is all so lame it boggles the
mind. And I get that the idea is psychological terror. They are fucking
with me. I get that. It’s not supposed to make sense to sane minds. It’s
meant to divide, spilt, disturb, alarm and needle. Did you know Spain
actually is requiring masks when swimming at the beach. That’s why the
benevolent turds in Qld specify so graciously and kindly that, chuckle
chuckle…you don’t need to wear them in the water here.

3 0  Reply

suddyan  Apr 1, 2021 5:40 PM

 Reply to  

[and as Anna chart has been over run by neptune and the next eclipse]

Do not worry. Pluto is ascending. And Mickey Mouse is descending. So
there is stellar balance.

0 0  Reply

SocioPsychopatriotism  Apr 1, 2021 8:55 PM

 Reply to  

Sorry, not mickey mouse. More like mighty mouse.

“I’m highered”.

Stupet mot.

That’s uh…stupid moth, kinda like the things reaching for a false sun,
coz they ignored the sun.

12 Oz Mouse | Adult Swim12 Oz Mouse | Adult Swim

Edith

Edith

suddyan
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0 0  Reply

Peter  Apr 1, 2021 3:35 AM

Sunstein looks pretty evil.

6 0  Reply

S Cooper  Apr 1, 2021 4:13 AM

 Reply to  

“Sunstein is what happens when electro shocks and lobotomies do not work.”

2 0  Reply

Andrew Byrt  Apr 1, 2021 9:36 PM

 Reply to  

AKA Ein SS Ass-#unt to his mates.

0 0  Reply

Ort  Apr 1, 2021 8:16 PM

 Reply to  

That charming candid portrait reminds me of Herr und Frau Adolf Eichmann, and for
that matter the Ceaușescus.

Or, to cite a more contemporary resemblance, they look like they’re on their way to a
double-date with Bill and Melinda Gates.

0 0  Reply

Kiwijoker  Apr 1, 2021 3:00 AM

The Emperor’s New Clothes

“Two swindlers arrive at the capital city of an Emperor who spends lavishly on clothing at
the expense of state matters.

Posing as weavers, they o�fer to supply him with magni�cent clothes that are invisible
to those who are stupid or incompetent.

The emperor hires them, and they set up looms and go to work. A succession of o��cials,
and then the emperor himself, visit them to check their progress.

Peter

S Cooper

Peter
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Each sees that the looms are empty but pretends otherwise to avoid being thought a
fool. Finally, the weavers report that the emperor’s suit is �nished. They mime dressing
him and he sets o�f in a procession before the whole city.

The townsfolk uncomfortably go along with the pretense, not wanting to appear inept or
stupid, until a child blurts out that the emperor is wearing nothing at all.

The people then realize that everyone has been fooled.

Although startled, the emperor continues the procession, walking more proudly than
ever.”

Who were the Conspiracy Theorists in this story?

Who was the Conspiracy Con�rmer in this story?

7 0  Reply

Peter Abraham  Apr 1, 2021 11:34 PM

 Reply to  

In the real world the child would be silenced and called a conspiracy theorist.

0 0  Reply

Kiwijoker  Apr 2, 2021 5:42 AM

 Reply to  

In the Real World the People rapidly realise they’ve been ga�fed by greedy
conspiracy theorists.

.

0 0  Reply

Sally Snyder  Apr 1, 2021 3:00 AM

Excellent piece that clearly explains our world today. If governments and politicians
weren’t such pathetic liars then perhaps the need to create narratives that seem logical
would be lessened.

0 0  Reply

karen elliot  Apr 1, 2021 12:59 AM

The ubiquitous blue face masks are everywhere, even polluting Our Oceans 
.. 
..”Health Canada has issued a warning about blue and grey disposable face masks, which

Kiwijoker

Peter Abraham
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contain an asbestos-like substance associated with “early pulmonary toxicity”. The
SNN200642 masks, which are made in China, and sold and distributed by a Quebec-
based company called Metallife…..” (Mike Adams site)

“Dont say i didnt warn you when your train gets lost….”

5 0  Reply

Peter  Apr 1, 2021 3:11 AM

 Reply to  

Not a whimper from the “environmentalists”.

3 0  Reply

Ooink  Apr 1, 2021 4:43 AM

 Reply to  

The mask pollution is for the greater gooooood. Stay safe……..in your thinking
everyone. Don’t formulate a question or entertain an independent thought now. 

1 0  Reply

Ort  Apr 1, 2021 8:08 PM

 Reply to  

Oh, I expect that the environmentalists will be paci�ed if governments decree
that henceforth, all disposable face masks must be colored green.

It will be hailed as a “symbolic victory”!

1 0  Reply

Tony_0pmoc  Apr 1, 2021 12:41 AM

Both my wife and I were brought up as Roman Cathoilcs and independently gave it up at
the Age of 15…Of course we go back for the family births marriages, ordinations and
deaths, but I don’t think this would happen in England YET

Both The Priests and The Police are far more polite.

“Pregnant mother escorted from Texas church for not wearing mask and issued trespass
warning from police”

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/texas-masks-mother-pregnant-
escorted-mass.

“The host was still on my tongue”

karen elliot

Peter

Peter
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“The Priest phoned the Police up to Arrest me, cos I was not wearing a mask”

Tony

2 -2  Reply

S Cooper  Apr 1, 2021 3:03 AM

 Reply to  

“Nobody expects the SCAMDEMIC INQUISITION!”

3 0  Reply

S Cooper  Apr 1, 2021 3:10 AM

 Reply to  

“Reading about all the child sexual abuse cases in the Church why is the above
story not surprising?”

0 0  Reply

S Cooper  Apr 1, 2021 3:41 AM

 Reply to  

“Did not Jesus say in the 1st Book of Eugenics to ‘cull the multitudes (untermenshen
useless eater lab rats) and not feed them.’ Verily, Verily.” 

Monty Python Spanish Inquisition Part 1Monty Python Spanish Inquisition Part 1

Tony_0pmoc

S Cooper

Tony_0pmoc
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3 -2  Reply

Schmitz Katze  Apr 1, 2021 4:41 AM

 Reply to  

No Mask, No Mass with the clergy involved not interested in canon law but acting
like a Blockwart, informant of the Nazis, is satanic!

1 0  Reply

S Cooper  Apr 1, 2021 5:52 AM

 Reply to  

“If Hitler were to have a personal priest that creep could be it.”

1 0  Reply

les online  Apr 1, 2021 12:37 AM

“We might get a hearing if we can bring down the fear level…..” Anon. 
.. 

Tony_0pmoc

Schmitz Katze
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Governments have weaponised, to terrorise, concepts such as “variants”, “antibodies”
etc.,. Sown Confusion…

Here’s some clari�cations provided by Dr Mike Yeadon during an interview with Frontline
Doctors (USA):

“As a general rule variants form very o�ten, routinely, and tend to become less dangerous
and more infectious over time, as it comes into equilibrium with it’s human host. Variants
generally dont become more dangerous.

“No variant di�fers from the original sequence by more than .3%. In other words, all
variants are at least 99.7% identical to the Wuhan sequence.

“It’s a �ction, and an evil one at that, that variants are likely to “escape immunity”.

“Not only is it intrinsically unlikely – because this degree of similarity of variants means
zero chance that an immune person (whether from natural infection or from vaccination)
will be made ill by a variant – but it’s supported by high quality research.

“The research i refer to shows that people recovering from infection or who have been
vaccinated ALL have a wide range of immune cells which recognise ALL the variants.

“Antibodies are probably unimportant in host protection against this virus…there have
been a few ‘natural experiments’, people who unfortunately cannot make antibodies, yet
are ably quite successfully to repel this virus. They de�nitely are better o�f with
antibodies than without. I mention these rare patients because they show that
antibodies are not essential to host immunity, so some contrived test in a lab of
antibodies and engineered variant do NOT justify needing to top up vaccines.

“Please warn everybody not to go near top-up vaccines, there is absolutely no need of
them.”

6 -3  Reply

Peter Sky  Apr 1, 2021 3:50 AM

 Reply to  

variants are just a di�ferent sample taken last winter in wuhan. they are not any
newer than the original sample. not a mutation of the virus but just somebody elses
cellular debris turned into a computer model of a fantasy virus. everytime they run
the computer program it produces a new variant. all of this is just complete bs that
would have ‘tested’ positive for 50 years ago or a thousand years ago. indeed pretty
much the whole medical ideology is bs that causes harm.

les online
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3 -1  Reply

Doctortrinate  Apr 1, 2021 12:27 AM

Discovered near Whitehall, on a bench, scrunched up in an empty co�fee cup. 

I am Lord Bathelwaite , highly decorated in everything you can imagine ….the same Major
General Bathelwaite of the 1’st light Royal Blue Bloods, who won the day at the historic
Battle of Ersatz Bend,…where myself and only 33 others pushed back an adavncing army,
660.000 strong. It important that the people remember these things….our In�luence,
fortitude, raise our names…Yes we know, it all a fraud, that we make things up, construct
devious designs for no other reason than to strengthen our position – Why ?….because we
can, I mean you can’t very well have the little folk running the show, as where would We
be,…like one of them, not on your nelly, that not for us, not when there’s power for the
taking,, riches to be had. 
Some will think us cruel, cold hearted etc, but what we dont really care what they think –
anyhow, as long as they have us up here, tending to them down there, carrying the load,
that makes us look important and them feel…necessary, looked a�ter, and besides, it took
bloody centuries to weaken them proper, though we never imagined it’d be this easy. 
Technology, it our best friend, those little screens they carry around, our latest secret
agents, comfort blankets to them…and with all those deplorable Tv channels helping to
promote our designs, well really, it couldn’t be simpler. 
Where are we taking them ?….what a da�t question. It was never us taking them, it was
them taking us, where we wanted but they always had a choice, Think about it, billions of
them, thousands of us – not like were the greater part, far from it….just that we, are
connected, a big and friendly family, and we look a�ter each other really well, we have fun
too, we can pretend we’re enemies, just like when we were children – But them, we like to

Dr. Stefan Lanka - Seven rebuttals of the virus claDr. Stefan Lanka - Seven rebuttals of the virus cla……      
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keep separate, lots of hate things , greed stu�f, and lashings of jealousy – but they dont
mind, at any rate, it hasn’t proved so, yet. 

3 0  Reply

Walter  Apr 1, 2021 12:25 AM

My beloved British brothers. 
Dave Dudley’s grandparents were East Prussians. 
I �nally made a note of this in the English Wikipedia. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-5Q5Gd10A8 

0 0  Reply

Walter  Apr 1, 2021 12:26 AM

 Reply to  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2K6GX-6kKhg 

Walter
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0 0  Reply

Walter  Apr 1, 2021 12:58 AM

 Reply to  

Do Americans know that Germans �rst abolished slavery? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1688_Germantown_Quaker_Petition_Against_S
lavery

6 0  Reply

Mucho  Mar 31, 2021 11:38 PM

https://www.thebernician.net/r-pub-v-hancock-others-2021-public-notice-of-
intended-prosecution/

R [PEOPLE’S UNION OF BRITAIN] [PROSECUTION]VMATT HANCOCK, SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR DHSC [1ST DEFENDANT]CHRIS WHITTY, CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER [2ND
DEFENDANT]PATRICK VALLANCE, CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER [3RD DEFENDANT]NEIL
FERGUSON, IMPERIAL COLLEGE [4TH DEFENDANT] -
___________________________________________________________________ 
FAO: MATT HANCOCK, CHRIS WHITTY, PATRICK VALLANCE & NEIL FERGUSON 
Served by email at 21:02:21 on 21/02/21.

NOTICE OF INTENDED PRIVATE CRIMINAL PROSECUTION 
Dear Sirs,, 

RE: R [PUB] v HANCOCK & OTHERS [2021] 
You are hereby served NOTICE OF INTENDED PRIVATE CRIMINAL PROSECUTION, in
relation to the following charges of fraud by false representation and non-disclosure,
pertaining to the statements you and the other defendants made, regarding the
purported ‘COVID-19 Pandemic’.

SUMMARY OF CHARGES AGAINST THE DEFENDANTSFRAUD BY FALSE
REPRESENTATION 
For all the elements of fraud by false representation to be in place, under section 2 of the
Fraud Act 2006, the following must be proven: 
a. Party A knowingly relied upon a false statement. 
b. Party B was caused by Party A to rely on that false statement. 
c. Party A did so with the intent of causing losses to Party B or for the purposes of
procuring material gain. 
Upon the evidence, the prosecution alleges that the defendants have knowingly relied
and caused Parliament and the British People to rely upon multiple false statements

Walter
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during the ‘COVID-19 Pandemic’, with the intent of securing the maximisation of UK
‘vaccination’ uptake, as well as past and future material gains.

a (i) You knowingly and falsely claimed that COVID-19 [SARS-CoV-2] is “the most serious
public health threat since the 1918 H1N1 in�luenza pandemic”. 
(ii) Upon the evidence, the prosecution alleges that statement is plainly false because
expert witness testimony and FOI requests show that neither SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19
have ever been empirically proven to exist and therefore cannot be the cause of a genuine
pandemic.

b (i) You knowingly and falsely claimed that “without the social distancing of the entire
population, home isolation of cases and household quarantine of their family members”,
510,000 British people would die from COVID-19. 
(ii) Upon the evidence, the prosecution alleges that it is an indisputable matter of fact
that this prediction has been mathematically proven to be false by the expert witness
testimony adduced in this case.

c (i) You knowingly and falsely claimed that the UK Government’s COVID-19 policies “…
will need to be maintained until a vaccine becomes available”. 
(ii) Upon the evidence, the prosecution alleges that this statement is demonstrably false,
on the ground that an obviously viable alternative was treating the unproven Coronavirus
in accordance with pre-existing public policy, without adopting any of the lockdown
policies imposed, thereby avoiding the unconscionable suspension of civil liberties and
devastating �nancial losses the taxpayer.

All of these false statements are contained in the summary of the Imperial College
Model, written and published by the 4th defendant on 16/03/2020, on the Imperial
College website. However, additional evidence shows that the defendants began relying
upon the erroneous computer-generated data on or before 01/03/2020, when the COVID-
19 Battle Plan was announced by the 1st defendant and quickly implemented by the UK
Government, without public scrutiny or meaningful parliamentary debate.

It is alleged that, in causing both Parliament and the British People to rely upon these
plainly false statements, the defendants acted dishonestly, knowingly conspiring to
maximise ‘vaccination’ uptake in the UK, whatever the cost, in order to secure past and
future material gains.

Thereby causing public sector borrowings, charged to the UK taxpayer, to rise to 100.8%
of UK GDP [as of 20/11/2020]; and the house arrest of the entire population, which was all
done by government diktats, each of which was founded on the plainly dishonest
statements contained in the 4th defendant’s fraudulent Imperial College Model, which
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was funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation [which, for the sake of brevity, we will
refer to as the Gates Foundation].

Since there are public records which reveal the material gains secured by the defendants’
mutual commitments and contributions to the maximisation of ‘vaccination’ in the UK
[and the rest of the world], the prima facie and circumstantial evidence in support of
these serious allegations amply demonstrates that all the elements of section 2 fraud by
false representation are in place and that the defendants should be indicted as charged.

FRAUD BY NON-DISCLOSURE 
For all the elements of fraud by non-disclosure to be in place, under section 3 of the Fraud
Act 2006, the following must be proven:

a. Party A failed to disclose certain information to Party B. 
b. Party A was under a legal duty to disclose that information to Party B. 
c. Party A did so dishonestly, intending, by that failure, to make a gain or cause a loss.

Upon the evidence, the prosecution alleges that the defendants knowingly failed to
disclose information you had legal obligations to disclose to both Parliament and the
British People, with the intent of maximising ‘vaccination’ uptake in the UK, in order to
secure past and future material gains, at the devastating cost of civil liberties and the
solvency of the nation.

a. You knowingly failed to disclose that the so called science and data relied upon by the
World Health Organisation [WHO], in declaring SARS-CoV-2 to be a worldwide
‘pandemic’ on 11/03/2020, was none other than the discredited Imperial College Model.

b. You knowingly failed to disclose that SARS-CoV-2 was no longer classi�ed as a High
Consequence Infectious Disease on 13/03/2020 – before the 1st defendant presented and
commended the Coronavirus Bill 2020 to the House of Commons, on the 19th and 23rd of
March 2020, respectively.

c. You knowingly failed to disclose that the supposed latest science and data you relied
upon to justify a declaration of a Public Health Emergency was Neil Ferguson’s
unscienti�c Imperial College Model; and that it was known by 24/03/2020 at the latest
that said model had been wholly discredited, when the New Scientist published the 4th
defendant’s admission, before the Parliamentary Committee on Science and Technology,
that he had reduced his prediction of 510,000 UK COVID deaths to 20,000, in the event
his proposed lockdown policies were not imposed in the UK.

d. You knowingly failed to disclose that the executive agency the 1st defendant controls,
Public Health England [PHE], received $500,000 from the US Government to “fast-track
the COVID vaccine”, on or around 19/03/2020.
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e. You knowingly failed to disclose that multiple WHO approved �lu ‘vaccines’ are known
to cause fatal adverse events in 377 out of every 100,000 healthy adults injected, whilst
‘in�luenza’ normally kills around 388 per year. [The ingredients in every UK licensed
COVID ‘vaccine’ are believed to be very similar to these 2019-21 mRNA spiked �lu
‘vaccines’, in which case they will have comparable mortality rates.]

f. You knowingly failed to disclose that none of the 2019-21 �lu and COVID jabs are
actually vaccines [they are mRNA treatments or gene therapies], which lays open the
�loodgates to future civil proceedings for misrepresentation, fraud and damages
[irrespective of the purported indemnity granted to ‘vaccine’ companies and those who
administer their products in the Coronavirus Act 2020].

g. You knowingly failed to disclose that there is a direct mathematical correlation
between the 2020-21 �lu and COVID ‘vaccine’ roll-outs in the UK and the deaths which the
defendants claim to be COVID deaths during the same period.

17 0  Reply

Mucho  Apr 1, 2021 11:07 AM

 Reply to  

h. You knowingly and dishonestly failed to disclose this information, when you had
legal obligation to disclose it to Parliament and the British public, and you did so in
service of the maximisation of ‘vaccination’ uptake in the UK and the rest of the
world, for the purposes of securing their own material gains and those of their
accomplices, knowing that the cost to the British People and the economy would be
catastrophic.

i. You had a legal obligation to disclose these facts to the British People, on the
ground that the 1st defendant, upon the advice of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th defendants,
pledged on 01/03/2020, in the UK Government’s COVID-19 Battle Plan, that: “Public
safety is our top priority.”

The prosecution alleges that, had public safety been the defendants’ top priority, all
of the foregoing information would have been disclosed to both Parliament and the
British People, as soon as the information became available.

Moreover, in the mind of any reasonable person, knowing this information is
essential to understanding that the entirety of the justi�cations given for declaring
a Public Health Emergency were and remain founded on a series of profoundly
dishonest statements, which have been relied upon by the defendants.

It naturally follows that the public disclosure of the information described, by either
the 1st, 2nd or 3rd defendant at the UK Government’s daily press brie�ng, on or

Mucho
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before 24/03/2020, would have been tantamount to a confession that there was no
justi�able cause to declare a Public Health Emergency.

Furthermore, the public disclosure of 8 e could and should have resulted in the
suspension of the National In�luenza Immunisation Programme and a thorough
investigation of the allegedly lethal WHO approved mRNA spiked �lu ‘vaccines’,
which are considered all too similar to the substance of the COVID jabs
subsequently licensed by the UK Government for mass administration.

However, it naturally follows that, without a ‘Public Health Emergency’, it would not
have been possible for the defendants to cause the lockdown of the nation “until a
vaccine is found”, with the fatally �lawed advice you gave in your o��cial capacities as
Secretary of State for Health & Social Care, Chief Medical O��cer, Chief Scienti�c
O��cer and the WHO and UK Government’s Senior Scienti�c Advisor on Pandemic
Preparedness, Policy and Response.

The data-based evidence adduced by the prosecution also shows that, on the
balance of probabilities, the vast majority of the deaths recorded as COVID deaths
since September 2020, were, in reality, fatal adverse events, caused by the 2020-21
WHO and UK Government approved �lu and COVID shots, in addition to those who
died at home, in care homes and hospitals, who were denied palliative care “to save
the NHS” from and “�latten the curve” of a ‘virus’ which has never been proven to
exist.

Upon the evidence, the defendants committed section 3 fraud by non-disclosure,
under the provisions of the Fraud Act 2006, on the basis that you knowingly and
dishonestly failed to disclose information you had legal obligations to disclose to
both Parliament and the British People, which you could and should have done in
the House of Commons, as well as during the UK Government’s media brie�ngs, at
various times from 01/03/2020 to the present day, when you had ample
opportunities to make public safety their top priority by fully availing Parliament
and the British People of the latest science and data, as you repeatedly pledged to
do, without ever actually delivering it.

Since there are public records which reveal the material gains secured by the
defendants’ mutual commitments and contributions to the maximisation of
‘vaccination’ in the UK [and the rest of the world], the prima facie and circumstantial
evidence relied upon in support of these criminal allegations amply demonstrates
that all the elements of section 3 fraud by non-disclosure are in place and that the
defendants should be indicted as charged.

URGENT APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE COURT 
Given the unbridled seriousness of the allegations made, the prosecution is
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applying for summonses to be issued against the defendants without delay, to have
you appear before a senior judge to plead and for the case is listed to be heard by a
jury at the earliest opportunity.

A second application seeks a declaration, under the inherent jurisdiction of the court
to act in the name of justice, that:

a. Upon the prima facie evidence adduced and in accordance with the opinion of
Lord Sumption that the Coronavirus Act 2020 is constitutionally unlawful and
therefore void and unenforceable, it is declared that, in the interests of providing
�nality to the families of those who are recorded as having died from or with
COVID-19 and for the purposes of providing evidence in R [PUB] v Matt Hancock &
Others, autopsies must be carried out and death certi�cates certi�ed as if the 2020
Act had not been enacted.

b. For a period of at least 90 days, all �lu and COVID ‘vaccinations’ are suspended,
pending further criminal investigations into the allegation that the treatments
concerned kill a minimum of 377 out of every 100,000 healthy adults injected.

For the avoidance of doubt, these proceedings are being brought in the absence of
parliamentary, police or parliamentary intervention, without ill will, frivolity,
vexation or malice, under the protection of the Treaty of Universal Community Trust.

In sincerity and honour, 
Trustees of the People’s Union of Britain 
All Rights Reserved – Errors & Omissions Excepted

2 0  Reply

rob2  Mar 31, 2021 11:29 PM

“From Plato’s organization of his Academy and e�forts to shape a Philosopher King to beat
the forces of the Persian Empire,[…] to Augustine’s battles to save the soul of Christianity
all the way to our present age, conspiracies for the good and counter-conspiracies for evil
have shaped history.”

Wait, what? The savior for the “soul of Christianity” is neo-platonist, mystic-statist
Augustine, who may very well be considered the intellectual father of the inquisition and
who’s writings paved the way for protestant tyrants like John Calvin; the same guy who
wrote that man is deformed, squalid, tainted with ulcers and sores and his existence is a
hellish, rotted life, his mind helpless, and his body lust-ridden and that such a creature’s
only moral existence is renunciation: the abandon of reason and the subordination of
self-value; and that humility is only achieved when man fully grasps his utter
worthlessness? That Augustine?
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Renegade Prophet  Apr 1, 2021 12:07 AM

 Reply to  

All because of the approaching Planet X. It caused the �lood of Noahs day and the
sinking of Atlantis. Thats what the criminal bastards hide with their chemtrails
every day globally for thirty years. Planet X will also end the coming, planned WW3
that is goind to destroy the USA and kill 90% of Americans the same day as the next
false �lag using the nuke they stole in 2007 and blamed on Iran. All planned by your
criminal bastard governments and their evil alien bastard masters!

0 -1  Reply

Bert33  Mar 31, 2021 11:26 PM

Whatever, bring it. A govt. that has no hope of existing without lying to the public or
spying on them doesn’t have long to live, as with the STASI, so with the rest. Censorship
doesn’t work, the truth comes out in the end.

5 0  Reply

tony_0pmoc  Mar 31, 2021 11:19 PM

I have no intention of buying The Book Nudge. I was very aware about of the power of
Behaviour Modi�cation and Analysis, before this B@stard was born.

Yes it works. Congratulations (NOT)

https://www.radiox.co.uk/festivals/bst-hyde-park-pearl-jam-moved-2022/

The smaller Festivals, which we bought tickets for 2 years ago are still on

Especially The Ones “UP NORTH”

We have already bought our tickets, but will Pay Again in Cash on the Gate, and invite The
Police.

And carry on as normal

Not wearing Masks and Not Being Injected

https://www.parcelhero.com/content/downloads/pdfs/festivals/festivalreport.pdf

Tony

0 0  Reply
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May Hem
 Mar 31, 2021 10:56 PM

In Australia, the noose tightens.

“The Queen’s Land Premier con�rmed that the state government’s Check In Qld app will
be mandated for most hospitality businesses from May 1, 2021.”

Interesting to note that the Qld Premier’s father, Henry Palaszczuk, is head of the GTA
Foundation (gene technology foundation) which specialises in “massive storage of genetic

data where the combination of genomics and emerging IT technologies such as arti�cial

intelligence, cloud computing, big data and block-chain can create huge power.”

https://medium.com/@gtablockchain/gta-foundation-chairman-mr-henry-3bfda91f3d18

11 0  Reply

Gregory  Apr 1, 2021 12:15 AM

 Reply to  

MSM LIED to Australia, Greg Hunt, our Federal Health Minister, was hospitalised
a�ter his Gene Therapy jab & it was reported as a totally unrelated infection. HA!
Covid19 now trending as “biggest Cause of Coincidence” on the Planet. Censorship
IN YA FACE.

6 0  Reply

Ooink  Apr 1, 2021 3:45 AM

 Reply to  

QLD just made fucking masks compulsory for the next 2 weeks. Fines of up to $1600.

0 0  Reply

Edith  Apr 1, 2021 5:38 AM

 Reply to  

And of course he really doesn’t have any real experience in any of this….thus is front
man for door entry into Australia and it all just happens….on it rolls.

0 0  Reply

karen elliot  Apr 1, 2021 6:08 AM

 Reply to  

The hospitality businesses are the Thin End of The Wedge…Little by little, catchie
monkey 
…rope ’em in slowly…stealth…then it’s mandatory – for access everywhere…

May Hem

May Hem

May Hem

May Hem
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As only a small percentage of Australians �ly Overseas, vax passports- for- all is
overkill…

But if you can remember the Soviet Union: you needed a pass to be able to leave
your district / town to visit a neighbouring district / town…The ‘passports – for – all’
make sense if intention is to restrict your movements WITHIN Australia..

.And they’re already getting us used to interstate border controls (Closing the
borders)…

“It’s all Too Much !”

1 0  Reply

karen elliot  Apr 1, 2021 6:24 AM

 Reply to  

With every “Outbreak” another piece of plan is put into place…The “Outbreak” in
Sydney late last year provided cover for 5G antennas to be installed on the roof of
my block of units. 
Meanwhile, seems every time NSW premier appears on tv, with her ‘chief
medical adviser’, she has such a long, sad face, you cant help but feel sympathy
for her…

0 0  Reply

Peter  Apr 1, 2021 6:32 AM

 Reply to  

This the Bolshevik revolution on steroids.

0 0  Reply

les online  Apr 1, 2021 7:30 AM

 Reply to  

(Pssst ! The Bolsheviks were counter-revolutionaries !)

0 0  Reply

mikael  Mar 31, 2021 10:44 PM

“The worst pain a man can su�fer: to have insight into much and power over nothing.” 
― Herodotus

Well, I am not entirly sure what I will say about this atricle, some good, some true, some
total bull, and some facts, but again, it also contains an wast black hole, the force that
rules, the thing that makes most obay, bow down to safegard them selfs and

karen elliot

karen elliot

Peter
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family/group, to spitlik the hand that feeds them and the same hand that makes people
comit atrositys because they, belive absurditys, and somehow, this article is by large
anoyingly simple because I know why, its so bloody obvious but its never tuched upon,
they know it, and so do I, but you are to indoctrinated to even want to know it and if you
see it you refuses even then, again, mentaly cripled thru indoctrinatings conducted thu
centurys, because this, isnt something new, its been like this for centurys, some things for
milleniums, their means havent changed, their tools havent changed and your
cowardness havent changed, people stupidity and ignorance havent changed, even when
millions have died because of wars for pro�t, people denies the truth.

I have never understud why some people, educated ones included, belives in this
Fraudian idiotic reality, why humans behave because neurons fart, makes everything we
do to be about some obscure sexual desire or supresion, and their simple explanations
again based upon some obscure programing in an sense makes us to machines, computer
pre-set programs, behaviouraly, and the need to control that with reasons so far out that
some people dont see the truth, its about raw power, they have the cash, what they want
is power, that, bitches, is where they are heading, this various political mumbojumbo are
just distractions aka the tower of babel, if you get my dri�t, while we drool and hagle, they
make their moves and they control both the MSM and most of the so called alternative
eh…. media, how I know, I know because there are certain treads never ever tuched, if you
do, you are hunted down, and to me, it have escalated lately, to such an extent that I have
chousen to be quiet, I dont see any point on saying anything any more, if people dont get
it by now, well, the hammer is coming down and you cant blame anyone else but your
self, I could feed you links to writen issues where everything is explained but stil, I know,
you denie the truth, even refuses to acknowledge it, I could tatoo it onto your dick and
you will not even see then, so, as said before, you will not learn until you get burned. 
Its sad but true, the entire human race walks straight into an slaughter house and
manages to put on the shakles by them selfs and condems us all by the virtue of just one
thing, its ironic but true, the lack of balls.

I dont meant to be anrgy, I am not, just disapointed, when we never tuch the real
problem, we end up running in circles, chasing our own tail, witch is exactly what they
want us to do, the entire meaning of this balet of absuridty is just that, keep us distracted
and occupyed with meaningless drivel. 
WE are run by an parasitic entity so wast and powerful, that right now they are going in
full force, why do you think I use the two terms, all wars are bankers wars, and who
controls the banks. 
If you dont know about that by now, well, I pity you, ignorance isnt an bliss, ignorance is
the certain step to doom. 
Wake up.
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But hey, look over there, an squirel playing harmonica and tappdances, stweeeet, right.

peace

13 0  Reply

Paul Vonharnish  Apr 1, 2021 4:17 PM

 Reply to  

“Its sad but true, the entire human race walks straight into an slaughter house and
manages to put on the shackles by themselves and condemns us all by the virtue of
just one thing, its ironic but true, the lack of balls.”

Right on. I’ve managed to outrun the lunatics, but they’re not far behind…

“The object of life is not to be on the side of the majority, but to escape �nding
oneself in the ranks of the insane.”

– Marcus Aurelius – 
(April 26, 121 – March 17, 180)

0 0  Reply

Mark R. Elsis  Mar 31, 2021 10:33 PM

John Fitzgerald Kennedy Timeline 
The Most Comprehensive Timeline On John Fitzgerald Kennedy 
by Mark R. Elsis 

https://November221963.com

A Violent Insane Asylum 
by Mark R. Elsis 

https://GoogleCensorship.com

The Day The United States Died 
Thursday, June 6, 1968 
by Mark R. Elsis 

https://EarthNewspaper.com/TheDayTheUnitedStatesDied

The Last Signi�cant Person That Had To Be Assassinated 
by Mark R. Elsis 

https://EarthNewspaper.com/TheLastSigni�cantPersonThatHadToBeAssassinated
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les online  Mar 31, 2021 10:14 PM
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I couldnt make up my mind: was James Corbett peddling a conspiracy in the video
O�fguardian posted yesterday ? James mentioned “puppeteers behind the scenes” ! The
glue that held his revelations together.

1 -3  Reply

dr death  Mar 31, 2021 9:51 PM

sunstein like kissinger is one of the key movers of the hidden hand, of course there are
many more… a spiders web in fact, and an interesting name that pops up like the weasel
is je�frey (no one was more surprised at epsteins suicide than je�frey himself) epstein.

none of them are ‘nazis’.. well not technically.

3 0  Reply

Exlounions  Mar 31, 2021 10:06 PM

 Reply to  

Epstein ran a CIA operation to haze politicians and celebrities who wanted to get on. They
would be allowed to succeed if the CIA could have a picture of them fucking a dog or some
such. It is formalised blackmail, where willing victims come forward to play the game and be
blackmailed.

9 0  Reply

john  Mar 31, 2021 9:45 PM

If both the current and the previous administrations dear advance conspiracy theories
when they accuse without any reason a foreign country of having released the virus that
caused the pandemy , many , many people , literally billions oe people , including
businessmen, military and politicians wonder why a previous administration didn’t do a
real investigation on the cause and the perpetrators of theterrorists attacks on 9/11 2001
and pre�fered to waste thousands and thousands of american and foreign lives , trillions
of dollars and pollute the palnet.

0 0  Reply

Exlounions  Mar 31, 2021 10:02 PM

 Reply to  

”why a previous administration didn’t do a real investigation on the cause and the
perpetrators of theterrorists attacks on 9/11 2001 ”

Because it was a state operation to take the US into wars of occupation in the middle
east.

dr death

john
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9 0  Reply

Curmudgeon  Mar 31, 2021 9:39 PM

Why Ehret calls Freedland, who has enough baggage of her own, a Nazi or neo-Nazi is
beyond me. Yes, Freedland’s grandfather may have worked for the NSDAP, but that
doesn’t make her any more a Nazi than me being an alcoholic because of my grandfather
being one. For someone who generally has a good grip on the globalist initiative, Ehret
and his ilk still buy into the obligatory Hollow-co$t fairy tale propagated by the globalists.
Ironically, if he had done any honest research on the NSDAP or fascism, he would
understand they were opposed to globalism and the usurious international banking
cartel that is behind the globalist WEF.

6 -4  Reply

2fat2surf  Apr 1, 2021 2:47 AM

 Reply to  

Curmudgeon, you nailed it right on the head. Absolutely correct.

1 0  Reply

Paul  Mar 31, 2021 9:39 PM

Thanks O�f Guardian for all the great articles exposing this fake pandemic and all the sub
plots.

What we really need now is solutions as to how we overcome this unfolding tyranny.

It’s becoming increasingly clear that the British government are following a ‘zero covid’
policy which is just a smokescreen for the imminent arrival of these vaccine passports, bio
surveillance state, coerced regular vaccination etc.

I know there are groups like StopCommonPass and Big Brother Watch that are trying
valiantly to stop this but it’s obvious the government are going to do it anyway.

12 -1  Reply

Exlounions  Mar 31, 2021 10:03 PM

 Reply to  

Everyone must resist individually and together…….as a demonstration. if we don’t
they will keep going.

8 0  Reply

nope  Mar 31, 2021 10:13 PM

Curmudgeon

Paul
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 Reply to  

there’s no hope. strongly worded tweets and walking down a street in a group do
nothing

5 -1  Reply

Ankie  Mar 31, 2021 11:21 PM

 Reply to  

There is always hope, but it doesn’t lie in ‘tweets’ or protests.. it lies in your
heart, if you can stand up and say, take my trinkets away but I still won’t take
your drugs, then you have made your stand, that’s all we have to do, is stand,
be counted, be shot down, be deleted from Facebook, be denied the right to
travel, shop, exist in the new made up world.. We just have to be, to exist, to
think. We just have to exist, and not give in.. 

12 -1  Reply

Ankie  Mar 31, 2021 11:09 PM

 Reply to  

There is little we can really do apart from hunker down and prepare. We can’t change
the world, we can’t even carry that burden on our shoulders, the weight is too great.
All we can do is be who we are and stand by our beliefs, if that means no concerts, no
holidays, no theater, or cinema, then so be it. If we are the last men standing, then
let us stand, together 

8 -1  Reply

Ooink  Apr 1, 2021 3:48 AM

 Reply to  

Yes that’s �ne. But if I go for a bike ride or want to buy a potato at the shop and I
cop a $1600 �ne for not wearing a mask…then I’m not being who I really am. I’m
being the victim of extortion.

5 0  Reply

o0o  Apr 1, 2021 2:45 PM

 Reply to  

Just go to a GP say you have asthma & get an asthma attack when you wear a
mask. GP writes out an exemption letter. Keep it in your wallet & show it to
any “authority” that questions your masksless freedom. If anyone attempts
to �ne you, deny you access to a store or servicen take legal action for
discrimination against someone with a disability.

0 -1  Reply

Exlounions

nope

Paul

Ankie

Ooink
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Gezzah Potts  Apr 1, 2021 11:42 AM

 Reply to  

Appreciate both your comments here Ankie. And no, its not going to be easy. I
used to have a cafe meal out as a weekly treat, and o�ten go to Cinema Nova in
Melbourne which has excellent, thought provoking independent �lms. 
No more. That’s �nished. 
One of my lines in the sand is no contact tracing; along with no tests and no jab. I
won’t back down or compromise on these things. Because if I did, then I would
have to live with my conscience. 
“There is little we can really do except hunker down and prepare”. Correct. 
I caught 4 trains and 2 buses to and from work today. On all those trips, I only
spotted about 5 others without facemasks on. And it really hit home that there
will be no large scale resistance in Australia. There will be no concerted
pushback. 
The large majority will blindly go along with this fascism, because most here are
either hopelessly brainwashed or they are spineless cowards who will go along
with this so not to make waves. 
But this greatly inspires me: 
“Carry a candle in the dark, be a candle in the dark, know that you’re a �lame in
the dark”… Ivan Illich

6 0  Reply

Ort  Apr 1, 2021 8:03 PM

 Reply to  

But, but… I tried carrying a candle in the dark and I nearly set my mask on
�re! 

1 0  Reply

jamie  Mar 31, 2021 11:41 PM

 Reply to  

Thanks “Paul” and no they are not.

2 -1  Reply

karen elliot  Mar 31, 2021 9:38 PM

An unpublished letter-to-the- editor sent to an Australian national daily on 19 September
2001:

“the Editor, i have it on no greater authority than Sherlock Holmes that the sinister,
shadowy genius, the mastermind wreaking all this havoc from his secret hide-out in a far-

Ankie

Gezzah Potts

Paul
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o�f place is none other than Moriarty, (signed)”

I sometimes thought that having a mysterious �gure lurking in the background in some
of the Sherlock stories made them a bit more thrilling…

Governments are gonna have di��culty de�ning “conspiracy theories” as a major spreader
of conspiracy theories is Murdoch’s major Australian daily newspaper… The Greens are
the new Reds…it’s opinionistas o�ten can �nd evidence of the hidden hand of The Greens
in every thing that’s wrong in the country…And then there’s that cabal of militant union
members behind every strike…And then there’s that sinister Putin, another standard
lynchpin to many reports.

To come up with a de�nition of ‘terrorist’ that could not be applied to it’s own actions,
governments decided only ‘non-state’ actors were terrorists. How will Murdochs papers
not be caught in the dragnet to catch all those conspiracy theory spreaders ?

0 0  Reply

karen elliot  Mar 31, 2021 9:46 PM

 Reply to  

I used to buy Murdochs’ national paper daily (eventually, only to do the cryptic
crossword), and o�ten meant to keep score on how o�ten the word FEAR was
included in headlines to articles ie, “police fear; experts fear; govenrment fears…etc,
etc, etc”. It really is a �ne example of Corporate Fear Media…

3 0  Reply

Edith  Apr 1, 2021 5:45 AM

 Reply to  

Well if you live in nth territory and occasionally in cairns it is the crocodiles who do
these terrible things…obviously they like Putin etal obviously sell newspapers…at
least the crocs occasionally get a human for lunch.

0 0  Reply

2fat2surf  Mar 31, 2021 9:34 PM

My friends, there is an army of Mossad agents who sole mission is to �lood the world with
disinformation. The purpose is to obscure that the most important “conspiracy” theory is
the 911 attacks. 
It was these blatant attacks along with the Anthax release that has got us where we are
today. 
The thing is the 911 attacks are obvious false �lag operations. And the players who were
behind it showed their hands. 

karen elliot

karen elliot
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911 is the place to start to �nd the truly murderous scum that are behind our present
situation.

18 0  Reply

les online  Mar 31, 2021 10:31 PM

 Reply to  

Is it time were had a discussion about the loose use of the term ‘disinformation’ ?
Loose, because most of what is described by it is misinformation…

Disinformation describes a tactic…It’s not about true or false information but about
how information is used, to what purpose…It’s purpose is to sow confusion, to cause
you to exclaim “I dont know what to believe !!”… In which case it has achieved your
inaction, as you wont act if you’re uncertain…

it was best summed up – as a tactic- by the USA tobacco industry in 1969:

“Doubt is our product since it is the best means of competing with “the body of fact”
that exists in the mind of the general public”

You got a better de�nition ? (and remember what Orwell said about allowing
readymade phrases to colonise your mind…)

2 0  Reply

Gregory  Apr 1, 2021 12:21 AM

 Reply to  

& Wikipedia is totally re-written, over & over, by schills for shadowy Agencies. Some
“volunteer editors” seemingly contribute 24/7, “correcting wrongspeak”.

1 0  Reply

Edwige  Mar 31, 2021 9:27 PM

Of course not recognising a conspiracy when it turned out one did indeed exist has never
done any harm….

“Baloney”.

That was J. Edgar Hoover when confronted with the case that a Ma�a existed by his own
agents.

Anyone interested in the topic might �nd these fruitful avenues of research: 1) Where
does the term “Ma�a” come from? 2) The only senior law enforcement o��cer who took
the existence of a Ma�a seriously before the late 1950s was Petrosini in the 1890s – what

2fat2surf

2fat2surf
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happened to him? 3) What other organisations have codes of silence like the Ma�a
‘Omerta’ backed up by death threats against insiders who break it?

0 0  Reply

Joerg  Mar 31, 2021 9:25 PM

I believe this pandemic-hoax is now beginning to collapse. 
1) Court in Vienna refuses to accept that there was a “pandemic”. 
To this a good comantay in German:
https://www.achgut.com/artikel/wiener_gericht_bestaetigt_dass_pcr_tests_keine_infe
ktionen_nachweisen 

Translated to English – give it some time: https://translate.google.com/translate?
sl=de&tl=en&u=https://www.achgut.com/artikel/wiener_gericht_bestaetigt_dass_pcr
_tests_keine_infektionen_nachweisen 
  
2) … also in Belgium and elsewhere the courts strike back: 
“FREEDOM IN SIGHT: JUDGE ORDERS BELGIAN GOVERNMENT TO SCRAP LOCKDOWN…
AND A BARRAGE OF COVID COURT CASES IS SURE TO FOLLOW ” 
*https://www.rt.com/op-ed/519757-belgium-lockdown-end-court/ 
 

17 0  Reply

Joerg  Mar 31, 2021 9:37 PM

 Reply to  

Addition: To this you may also want to read “The WHO Con�rms that the Covid-19
PCR Test is Flawed” ( https://www.globalresearch.ca/nucleic-acid-testing-
technologies-use-polymerase-chain-reaction-pcr-detection-sars-cov-2/5739959 .

The “WHO Information” discussed is here https://www.who.int/news/item/20-01-
2021-who-information-notice-for-ivd-users-2020-05

4 0  Reply

jamie  Mar 31, 2021 11:50 PM

 Reply to  

Looks promising, this is far from settled. These “elites” actually inhabit a world that
you and i would not recognize, and their complete arrogance, ignorance and out of
touch interpretations will be their downfall. We will succeed in bringing their world
pantomime to a glorious halt, with the perps frogmarched before the riotous
mobs….

Joerg

Joerg
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2 0  Reply

Joerg  Apr 1, 2021 12:36 AM

 Reply to  

Aside from an economic crash that I believe will come in western countries (not
in Russia and China) I also expect a collapse of the strategic position of US/Nato
in Middle East, AfPak and North Africa. This will make the “Great Reset”
impossible, I guess. 
To the latter (break down of global strategic position of US/Nato) see : “CHINA &
IRAN SIGN MASSIVE 25-YEAR $400BN INFRASTRUCTURE FOR OIL DEAL” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAXasW8nP7E 
 

0 0  Reply

Timothy Drayton  Apr 1, 2021 2:59 PM

 Reply to  

Not exactly. What the court in Vienna has said is that you cannot rely on the PCR test
alone as proof of infection. Still an important ruling.

0 0  Reply
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